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ONTHE ADEQUACY OFTHE HUMAN-CENTRIC
 
MODEL O~THE FIELD OR= MORAL RELATIONS
 

RAJENDRA PRASAD 

i) Objective of the Essay 

The word 'field' in the title of this essay and in the discussion that 

follows is used in the strictly logical sense in which the field of a relation is the 

sum of its domain and converse domain. There is a traditional, prevalent, or 

common-sense, model or the field of moral relations according to which, ordi

narily, the field of all moral relations consists of only human beings possessing 

a certain amount of rational and discriminative maturity. This means that only 

a human being can, conceptually speaking, be the domain or converse domain 

of any moral relation. In the last two or three decades, moral philosophers have 

started taking a lot of interest in areas like environmental ethics, animal ethics, 

etc. Some of them feel that the traditional model of the field of moral relations, 

or to put it briefly, of the moral field, is suitable only for talking about, or 

conceptualizing, moral relations existing between human beings, or between 

human things, and not between human and non-humans, or between one non

human and another. Therefore, it is unsuitable for talking about, or exploring, 

any issue pertaining to such areas as environmental ethics, animal ethics, etc. 

in which some reference to something non-human is unavoidable. I intend to 

show in what follows that there is nothing wrong with the traditional model; 
that is, nothing wrong with holding that normally, standardly, or ordinarily, as 

per the way we understand the concept of a moral relation, only a human being 

can be its domain or converse domain. This model has built into it some sort of 

flexibility, or openness, taking advantage of which we can extend, if we need 

to, our notion of a moral relation, ordinarily existing between humans, to talk 

about any ethical concern involving a moral relation, or something like a moral 

relation, to a non-human thing, event, or phenomenon, etc. Therefore, I would 

conclude that the traditional model of the moral field is comprehensive enough 

to take care even of such areas of ethics in talking about which we have neces

sarily to deal with some non-human thing. 
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I shall first briefly unfold the natural evolution ofthe traditional model 
involved in the very logic of the concept of a moral relation. 

(ii) Traditional Model as Human-Centric 

As already said, the field of a relation is the aggregate of its domain 

and converse domain. For example, in the sentence 'x is greater than y' all those 

constants, anyone of which can meaningfully replace x would form the domain 

and all those which can meaningfully replace y the converse domain of the 

relation 'greater than'. Similarly, in the case of the moral relation 'fair to' in the 

sentence 'x is fair to y' anyone who can be fair to someone would belong to its 

domain and anyone to whom someone can be fair to its converse domain. The 

field of a relation being the totality or sum of its domain and converse domain, 

the field of the moral relation 'fair to' would thus be the totality of all those who 

can be fair to anyone and of all those to whom anyone can be fair. 

At least a good number of moral relations are such that one can have 

them to oneself as well as to someone else. One can be fair (or unfair) to one

self as well as to someone else and 'being fair (or unfair) to' denotes, at least in 

some uses of it, a moral relation. 

A moral relation can operate on two levels which may be called non

participatory and participatory. It works on the non-participatory or assessive 

level, for example, when one judges or evaluates an action to be right or wrong, 
commendable or condemnable, morally relevant or irrelevant to the context in 

which it has been done, etc. He can evaluate in the moral sense, or from the 

moral point of view, not only actions, but also intentions, persons, groups of 

persons, institutions, etc. In doing this he enters into the relation of evaluating 

or assessing the moral value of the object judged. To evaluate the status or role 

of anything is to enter into a relationship with it, of course, on the mental 

level. The relationship is moral, whether one evaluates the moral worth of the 

thing in positive or negative terms, since the evaluation done may itself be 

morally right or wrong, justified or unjustified. Judging it right to give to a man 

of a certain caste a punishment harsher than the one given to a man of another 

caste when the crime committed by both of them is of the same moral status, is 
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not only logically wrong but also morally wrong. To judge the moral worth of 

a thing is to adopt an attitude towards it, which may be an attitude of approval 

or disapproval, commendation or condemnation, praise or blame, etc. And, the 

adoption of this attitude can itself be morally defensible or indefensible. There

fore, to call the relation of judging or evaluating a moral, i.e. morally judgeable, 

or criticizeable, relation is quite in order. To put it in another way, judging the 

moral worth of a thing is to do something intentionally. Rather, it is something 

which cannot be done accidentally, inadvertently, or in a huff because it re

quires one to examine whether or not the thing being evaluated satisfies the 

relevant criterion or criteria (whatever they may be) of rightness, obligatoriness, 

or goodness, etc. Such an action has to involve self-consciousness, 'and there

fore cannot be accidental or unintentional. 

A moral relationship with the object morally evaluated can be held 

only by one who possesses the ability of judging, who has some idea of the 

criterion, or criteria, ground or grounds, i.e. some idea of the reasons, for judg

ing its moral status or worth in positive or negative forms. That is, he has to 

have a certain level of rationality, or rational maturity. This means that only a 

human being can be such an evaluator. No plant, or non-human animal can be 

credited to 'have the rational maturity or ability to judge the moral worth of 

anything. It is obvious, then, that the domain of any (moral) relation of morally 

judging must consist only of human beings possessing a certain kind of ratio

nality, or reasoning ability. 

A moral judge may not do anything besides judging, or judging and 

publicly expressing his judgement. But he may also become a moral activist, 

that is, proceed to taking the necessary steps called forth by his assessment or 

understanding. Many Indians considered it morally wrong for an elected legis

lator to continue enjoying the status and consequential benefits of a legislator 

even when he has no care or 'concern for the welfare of the people who have 

elected him. But a Jai Prakash Narain became a moral activist by compaigning 

for giving to an electorate the power to de-elect, before the expiry of the period 

he has been elected for, an elected representative of theirs if and when he has 

failed to perform the duties he, as a legislator, is required to perform . When 

one starts taking action in the light of his judgement, or holds a substantive 

moral relation with anyone, his moral relation with the object or objects con

cerned becomes participatory in the sense that he participates in a moral pro-
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cess or transaction. Jai Prakash Narayan's relation with the then legislators, 

whom he considered non-functional or mal-functional, became 

participatory when he started his movement which, though taken to be largely 

political, was also a moral movement. 

Even in ordinary transactions one enters into a participatory moral re

lationship when he does something which can be morally judged. For ex

ample, when a man distributes his parental property among his brothers and 

sisters strictly in accordance with their bonafide claims, he is fair to his broth

ers and sisters. 'Being fair to' is a participatory moral relation. So would be its 

opposite, i.e. 'being unfair to'. Other examples of such a relation would be 'being 

cruel to', 'being kind to', being faithful (or unfaithful) to', 'being polite (or rude) 

to', being respectful (or disrespectful)to', 'being sincere (or insincere)to', 'being 

considerate (or inconsiderate)to', 'being benevolent (or malevolent) towards', 

'being caring (or calons) towards', 'being of a forgiving (or unforgiving) nature 

towards', being friendly (or unfriendly) with', 'being altruistic (or selfish) in', 

'being sensitive (or insensitive) to someone's suffering', 'being grateful (or un

grateful) to', etc. etc. 

It is also possible that one participates in a moral relation and later on 

reflects on it and judges it to have been rightly, or wrongly, executed, as we do 
in self-criticism or self-appraisal. This means that the same person can hold 

both, a participatory and a non-participatory, relation. 

When we consider anyone of these relations, or any of their ilk, we 

notice that a to hold a moral relation to anything requires a certain kind of 

mental maturity which is not expected of any non-human thing. Take for ex

ample, the moral relation of being faithful to. When we say of a husband that 

he is faithful to his wife, we assume that he understands the status of the conju

gal relation among human relations, the obligations which accrue to him after 

entering into this sort of relationship with a woman, the social approbation 
which goes with one's being faithful, and social dis-approbation which goes 

with being unfaithful, to his wife, the contribution which faithfulness makes to 

one's leading a happy conjugal life or to having a happy home etc. etc. This 

kind of understanding we cannot expect a plant or a non-human animal to have. 

Not even of a dog though we take it to be an unquestionable truth that a dog is 

faithful to his master or mistress. What I want to emphasize is that 
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mental calibre which being faithful to requires is not exhibited by a non-human 

animal. We notice some similarities between the behaviour of a domestic dog 

and that of a human being, say, an old servant, and say that the dog is faithful; 
or even that the dog is more faithful than the servant, to its master. The differ

ence is that the behaviour of a dog is instinctive, or conditioned, while that of a, 

human being thought-out or reasoned. A faithful behaviour of a husband is not 

only inspired by his love for his wife and his own awareness of the obligations 

of the marriage-bond but is also a response to her behaviour towards him. It is 

not only responsive but also discriminative. It is discriminative in the sense 

that a faithful husband discriminates between a behaviour of his wife which is 

a proper response to his faithfulness and one which is a sign of betrayal, A 

faithful husband would not mind his wife's letting her brother kiss her, But a 

faithful dog of the lady would pounce upon her bother if it has not till then been 

made by her friendly with him. What I want to underline is that not only the 

judgemental relation but also other moral relations, can be held only by human 

beings, and not by any plant, any non-human animal, or any inorganic object. 

like a rock, a river, or a desert, etc. This means that the domain of a moral 

relation can consist only of human beings. Its boundary 'is the boundary of the 

human. In this sense the domain is well-bounded. 

To say that only a human being can occupy a place in the domain of a 

moral relation is not to say that all human beings can do that. To hold a moral 

relation, as has been said, one has to have some mental, or rather rational, 
maturity, or ability. For example, the moral relation of being responsible for 

cannot be held by an infant, an idiot, a subnormal, or a mad, man. But the 
requirement of rationality in a person for holding a moral relation is flexible, 

and not too rigid. It is flexible in the sense that it can be held by persons of 

different levels of rationality. For example, at the bottom we can have a teen

ager resenting his mother's not caring for him because of her spending a lot of 

her time in managing the affairs of the ladies' club she has founded, and at the 

top end the highly qualified, well-studied, individual equipped with the ability 

to examine pros and cons of every decision he takes. The latter would be some

one the like of whom Butler has in mind when he speaks of the cultured, de

cent, Englishman, as an example of a moral agent whose self-interest overrides 

an impulse of his; and his conscience overrides his self-interest, when there is 

a conflict between an impulse and a self-interest, when there is a conflict be
tween an impulse and a self-interest, or between a self-interest and conscience. 
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In between thetwo ends we can have persons possessing differing degrees or 
levels of rational maturity. 

Let us now tum to the converse domain of moral relations. That one x 

human being can have a moral relation with another is obvious. And, normally 

our talk of moral relations is a talk of a kind of social relations which can exist 

between one man with another, or between one group of men with another. I 

can, for some moral reasons, resent, question, condemn, avenge, appreciate, 

admire, express grtitude for or forgive, etc., a certain action of my neighbour, 

and do a lot more of several moral things in my dealings with him. 100 assump

tion here is that I can have a full-fledged moral relation only with such a being 

with whom I can communicate and he can communicate with me, who under

stands the meaning of what I do and I understand what he does, i.e. I can inter

act with him, argue with him, try to convince him of my stand, or be convinced 

by his argument,etc., etc. Entering into a moral relationship is thus to partici

pate in a social transaction. 

Our moral relationship with children may see".l to pose a problem for 
what hasbeen said above because we cannot have with the kind ofcommunica

tion Wt;can hllY~ wiUl an adult. But stillw~ have duties towards them. On the 
other hand, ~bave.irighlS-.OQus.bftGo.duties towards us. They cannot 

have any duty because they do not possess the maturity which being dutiful 

requires. A mother cannot deny that it is her duty to feed well her six months' 

old. daugJJter., b,1,lt she .cannot say that the child bas the duty not to cry and 

dis~ ~1f.wheAs.be js..~ngroS§ed iq rea.di.pg an-interesting novel. She cannot 
also deny' that child has her rights on her, for example..the right to be fed well, 

to be kept clean, etc., tbough she bas no duties towards her (or anybody else). 

But this.case does notpose any problem foe the traditional model because one's 

having a right on someone does not always imply his owing a duty to the latter, 

nor does one's having a duty towards someone always imply his having a right 

on the latter. The mother has no right to be fulfilled by her child daughter, 
though she has some duties towards her, and the daughter has rights on her 

mother but no duties towards her. The moral relation of being dutiful towards 

the child is possible because of the assumption, based on the empirical fact. 

that a child has the potentiality to grow into a normal individual, a full-fledged 

member of the moral community with whom one can have social interaction. 
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This is not the case with any non-human thing. We cannot assume that a plant, 

a hill, or a cat, would grow into an individual, a moral agent. 

Sometimes we speak in a language which gives the impression that we 

can have a moral relation also with an animal. A housewife is angry with her' 

pet cat for having drunk her bedtime milk, and so she is also with her servant 

who has done a similar thing some other night. We may say that both are guilty 

of a similar offence and the housewife's anger in both the cases is moral anger, 

i.e. anger felt for a moral wrong done one night by the cat and another night by 

the servant. 

When we examine the two culprits and their faults, we find that the 

anger on the eat's having drunk the milk cannot be called moral anger, nor can 

the cat be called guilty of a moral wrongdoing. The cat has no idea of what is 

right or wrong; she does not have a reason for drinking the milk, while the 

servant may have one, say, the reason that the housewife does not give him 

enough to fill his stomach. Moral anger is felt on one's intentionally doing 

something which he could have avoided and for doing ~hich he does not have 

a justifying reason. H there is a justifying reason for doing it, then it becomes 

morally right and the;refore.the anger felt for having done it would ,not be a 

moral anger. The cat ~,becal1seit is her.nature , instinctive propensity, to 

drink.milk if it is reachable tobec : she does not deliberate over. or thinkof. the 

desirability or undesirability of drinking ,her mistress's milk. The bousewife ..
cannot convince her of havip,gdone something wrong because no communion 

with her is possible . The h()Usew,ife cae surely be angry with the eat because 
she has suffered a lass, but her anger would be simple annyoyanceand not 

moral anger. Reasons like those mentioned above have given rise to the trditional 

or common-sense view that moral relations can hold only between one human 

being and another and not between a human being and a non-human animal, 

plant, or an inorganic thing like a hill etc. Ethics has been thus, traditionally 

defined as the study of what a human being living in a society, ought to do or 

ought to be, which in effect means a study of human relations from the moral 

point of view which may be deontological or telological. Thus the traditional, 

or prevalent, model of a moral relation presents it as a relation both the domain 

and converse domain, i.e. the field, of which consists of human beings possess

ing, or having the potentiality to possess, a certain kind of rational, or delibera

tive, decision-making, ability. 
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iii) Human-centric Model as Accornodative
 
of Extending Moral Relations to Non -humans
 

The human-centric model does not necessitate or entail that a human 

being cannot have any moral relation to their environment, to the plants, ani-. 

mals, rivers, hills, etc. which occupy a large part of his world and which are 

useful to him in so many ways. As per the traditional model, though a moral 

relation can straightforwardly exist only between one human and another, we 

can still say that one ought to take good care of his environment or surround

ings. We say one ought to protect his forests (because they cause rainfall), keep 

the rivers unpolluted (because they give him water needed by his plants, ani

mals, crops, etc.) and ought to be considerate towards his animals (because he 

benefits from them in so many ways). But, as it is clear from the because

clause in braces in each of the above examples, his obligation to non-humans 

arises from the fact that the non-humans serve some of his interests or needs, or 

are usable as means or sources of deriving some benefits. 

During the last three or four decades or the 20th century moral phi

losophers have started paying a lot of attention to such areas as environmental 

ethics, animal ethics, bioethics, etc. Which are concerned with man's ethical 

attitudes towards some non-human things or aspects of the world he is in, or of 
his surroundings. In the terminolodgy of this essay, these are ethical concerns 

in which the converse domain of a moral relation is something non-human. In 

the traditional, human-centric, approach to ethics, as we have seen, the entire 

field of moral relations is held to be human. Therefore, some modem ethicists 

think that we need a new ethics, or a new approach to ethics, to enable us to talk 

about the issues pertaining to these new areas of ethics in which the converse 

domain of a moral relation is something non-human. But these areas do not 

pose any serious threat to the human-centric, traditional, model. The latter is 

flexible or accommodative, enough to enable us to express our sensitivity to 

the ethical importance of rivers, plants, animals, etc. while remaining within its 

framework, we can hold and talk about a moral relation to a non-human thing 

because the non-human converse domain of such a relation has always a link, 

as will be shown below, with some human interest, i.e. something human. 

A non-human thing, no matter howsoever greatly we value it, is al

ways of only instrumental value, or speaking more broadly, of value only be-
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cause it satisfies some human interest. We say that a farmer ought to keep his 

ox clean, say, because then it would not transmit any infection to him, that a 

bus-driver ought to see that his bus does not emit gas while plying, because if it 

does it would pollute the local air and cause breathing trouble to those on the 

road who happen to inhale that air, that a hill dweller ought not to denude a hill. 

of its forestration because forestation helps rainfall which men need for culti

vation, etc. etc. Thus, in such cases too, the converse domain of the moral 

relation of 'ought to', or of 'being obligated to', apparently between a human 

agent (a farmer, a bus driver, a hill -dweller, etc.) and a non-human thing (an 

ox, a bus, forestation, etc.) is ultimately between a human agent and a human 

interest-satisfying thing, i.e. something human. This shows that the human

centric model can take care of all such cases. 

In the case of a virtue like kindness, it may seem that it can be said that 

we ought to be kind to animals without having in mind any interest of ours to 

be satisfied by being kind to them. It may not be always so because kindness is 

generally required towards those animals which serve some human interest 

and not towards those who pose a danger to human existence, or are prone to 

cause some human suffering. But even if we admit that we ought to be kind to 

an animal, no matter whether or not being kind to it serves any human interest, 

this admission does not disprove the adequacy of the human-centric model. 

Kindness is a response which is in order only when it is felt towards a 

being which is experiencing, or subjected to, some suffering, more specifi

cally, to one who is suffering some pain, or has the sensitivity to suffer pain. 

Therefore, there is no point in being kind to rocks or rivers. But an animal has 

the sensitivity to suffer pain, and in this respect animals and human beings are 

similar. It is this similarity which makes kindness to animals a virtue, as is 

kindness to children or sick men. In requiring one to be kind to animals we 

assume animals to be similar to human beings. Therefore, kindness to them is 

kindness to human-like things, and consequently covered by the human-centric 

model. In fact, anything which one considers to be human-like, say, a plant, a 

piece offumiture, a book, a river, etc. ,can be an object of his kindness. sakuntala 

in Kalidasa's Abijnana sakuntalam, feels very kind not only to the pregnant 

deer which is to deliver its baby in a few days, but also to the plants and climb-
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ers she everyday waters because she thinks that all of them can suffer pain, and 

in this respect resemble humans. 

Sometimes we do argue for preserving a species of animals which are 

dangerous, or one of plants which are poisonous. Even in such cases there is a. 

concealed, sometimes openly declared, reference to some human interest. Gen

erally we want to preserve them because we can study them only if they are 

preserved and are readily available. Here the human interest involved is the 

interest to satisfy our curiosity to know what kind of things they are and whether 

or not any use can be made of them. When we argue for preserving nature on 

the ground that we enjoy it, obviously it is a human-centric argument. We can 
conclude, therefore, that in any ethical enterprise, whether it is concerned with 

human or n~n-hu~an subjects, there is no escape from accepting the primacy 

of the human, or from adopting the human-centric point of view. 
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INTUITIONISM AND THE PROBLEM OF MO~ KNOWLEDGE 

MANJUUKA GHOSH 

Moral knowledge is represented by the intuitionists I.as the knowledge that a 

certain object has a certain moral characteristic. To learn a moral truth resembles 

learning the fact that 'Gandhi was assassinated in 1948' or that 'A new comet 

will be visible in India from the middle of January, 2001'. The difference be

tween moral characteristics and those that we learn about in science and his

tory is marked off by calling them ontically non-natural. Moral judgements are 

treated as descriptions of features of the universe - the non-natural qualities, 

properties and relations between things. The intuitionist takes these properties 

to be sui generis, unique and incapable of analysis in more fundamental terms, 

The fact that.these features are so unique as to merit the epithet 'non-natural' , 

in no way affects the status of mora1judgements as descriptions. Yet the intu

itionist argues that evaluative propositions cannot be deduced from descriptive 

ones. Judgements concerning the good-in-itself or intrinsic values are self-evi

dent in the sense that they are incapable of proof. But is the concession to the 

non-natural status of moral concepts enough for the intuitionist ? When we 

judge an act to have a certain character such that it is 'obligatory'. the judge

ment presupposes not 'blind emotion", as the emotivist says, rather in 'intellec
tual emotion'. Moral emotions can-not occur unless we were aware of moral 

facts. What is required ofus is to notice that a certain fact has two characteris

tics, (a) that of being obligatory and (b) that of producing a maximum of good 

or of being a fulfillment of a promise or the payment of a debt etc. There are a 

certain number of these 'right -making' or 'good-making' characteristics and 

they are related to obligation. If you would have noticed these characteristics 

you would feel a special moral emotion, that of obligation, and you would not 

have felt that special emotion had you not noticed these characteristics. So runs 

the intuitionist's argument. But it is not clear what the connexion between no

ticing the characteristics and feeling the emotion is supposed to be. Is it logi

cally or causally impossible for a man to feel this emotion if he had not noticed 
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the characteristics? Or isit impossible in some other way? 

Suppose all these have gone by : I have noticed the right-making char

acteristics and the rightness; and I feel the emotion of obligation. Does it fol

low that I ought to do the action towards which I feel the emotion? If Hume's. 

argument" is at all valid, is it not valid against this deduction? The use of the 

epithet 'non-natural' serves only to disguise Hume's gap, not to bridge it. 

In representing moral knowledge as theoretical, an affair of being aware 

of, or noticing the "Phenomena" of a special kind, the intuitionist is drawing 

our attention to an analogy between ethics and empirical science: We learn 

something by inspecting our 'sense-data', others by introspecting our psychical 

experiences, and a third world, a world of non-natural characteristics, is re-. 

vealed to us by an altogether different third faculty called intuition. It is only 

in this way that moral knowledge can be represented as allegedly theoretical. 

What is it to call something 'theoretical? Is it not drawing an analogy between 

ethics andempirical science"? Is it not proposing the use of logical terminalogy 

of science as applicable to ethics ? But are they really 'so applicable? If the 

analogy is endorsable, we stand confronted with a new set of data or phenom

enaorcharacteristics. But from statements to the effect that these exist does the 

conclusion namely, 'I ought to do it' follow? A new world is disclosed for our 

inspection, it contains such and such characteristics, it is mapped and described 

in elaborate detail. All this is very interesting. If I have thirst for knowledge I 

shall read on as one reads about new discoveries of comets. Learning about 

'values' or 'duties' might well be as exciting as learning about comets or nebu

lae. But what if I am not interested? Why should I do anything about the newly 

revealed objects ? Certain things. I have now learnt, are right and others wrong; 

But why should I do what is right and eshew what is wrong? 

Ifone is not interested in comets or nebulae, it may be regrettable, but 

not blameworthy. But not to be interested in the difference between right and 

wrong, not to see the difference, not to feel the obligation to do the one and 

eschew the other is not a matter of regret, rather it is wicked, immoral and even 

inhuman. 'Why should I do what I see to be right' is an absurd question, because 

in conceding that it is the right thing to do, one already concedes that one ought 

to do it. What we have to understand is the distinction between what it is right 
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for one to do and what he ought to do. One may be able to see the distinction 

here and in asking the question one is simply wondering whether he ought to 

do what one sees to be right. In such a case one seems to think that there is an 

extra step to be taken. What could this step possibly be ? In ordinary life there 

is no gap between "This is the right thing to do " and 'I ought to do this' . The. 

moral sceptic alone divises a wedge between what obligations and our knowl

edge of obligations are. If 'X is right ' and 'X is obligatory' are construed as 

statements to the effect that X has the non-natural characteristics of rightness 

and obligatoriness, which we 'see' to be present, it appears that we cannot de

duce 'I ought to do X' from that premise. A gap of which ordinary language 

knows nothing lias been created between 'X is obligatory on me' and ' I ought to 

do it;" and that requires to be spanned. The intuitionist might argue that in 

recognising non-natural qualities of actions and things we must not suppose 

that there obtains such a characteristic as 'obligatoriness'. Saying that an action 

is obligatory on me is a simply convenient way of saying that I ought to do that 

action. That means the characteristic of rightness or obligatoriness are mythic. 

No action is merely right, but always 'right as being of a certain character; e.g. 

as being the payment of a deb~ or the fulftllment of a promise.' 

The intuitionist promises to tell us, in terms of his account of obliga

tion as a non-natural property, what obligation is, and to explain how we know 

what we ought to do. However, at the end, he does not give us an explanation, 

but a restatement of the facts to be explained. We are no nearer to know what 

obligation is, because it is now conceded that 'X has the characteristic of 

obligatoriness' is just another way of saying 'I ought to do X'. He simply tells us 

'you know what you ought to do by intuiting the non-natural characteristics of 

obligatoriness that ushers in certain actions". But is it not another way of say

ing: 'we know' what we ought to do by knowing what we ought to do '? Intui

tions of objective properties are either infallible or they are not. If they are 

infallible, the mere existence of an objective property or value is no gurantee 

that anyone has apprehended it properly. However convinced you may be that 

we are right, it is still open to me to deny the givenness of our intuition. Ifyou 

appeal to your intuition, then you have no right to grudge me the same. Again, 

if intuitions are infallible, then disputes cannot be genuine. If I disagree with 

you in moral matters, you must charge me either with insincerity or with moral 

blindness. And that the account of the matter is false is shown by the fact that 
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we do often allow others to be sincere when their moral views differ from our 

own. 

The objective theory of moral knowledge as proposed by the intuition

ist does not solve moral conflicts. Suppose in the case of action a, we form an. 
intuitive moral judgement that a is right. Suppose now we have an action b 

which is exactly like a in all relevant respects. There is nothing, of course, that 

guarantees that we will fonn the intuitive judgement that b is right. We may, 

form the judgement that b is wrong. The opponent's denial of the proponent's 

claim is attributed to wilful perversity. It is not surprising because the 

universalizability approach to objectivity is not the strong point of intuition

ism. Religious persecutions are the monopoly of objective theorists claiming 

religious knowledge. It may so happen and does in fact happen in ethics as 

well. 
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AYERONETHICS
 

KOYELICHAKRAVARTI
 

To Ayer, all ethical judgments are, mere expressions of feeling, and all 

ethical concepts are pseudo-concepts, and as such, are unanalysable. Ethics, he 

proceeds to argue, is at best a department ofPsychology and Sociology, enquir

ing about the moral habits of a particular individual or a group, and about the 

causes of such habits and feelings. My aim in this paper is towfold : first, I will 

give an exposition of Ayer's analysis of ethical judgments, and secondly, I will 

examine the above-mentioned contention and argue that ethical judgments can

not be regarded as mere expressions of feeling, because there is a crucial dif

ference between the language of value and the language; of preference. 

Let us first try to understand Ayer's arguments in detail. Ayer divides 

the contents of ethical philosophy into what he calls four main classes I : (i) 

propositions expressing definitions of ethical terms, (ii) propositions describ

ing moral experience, (iii) exhortations to moral virtue, and (iv) actual ethical 

judgments. Of these, the first alone, Ayer argues, may be said to constitute 

ethical philosophy. The second class belongs to psychology or to sociology. 

The third, not being propositions at all, cannot be said to belong to any branch 

of philosophy or science. Ethical judgments which comprise the last class, are 

neither definitions nor comments upon definitions, nor quotations, and there

fore do not constitute ethical philosophy. 

Ayer next proceeds to discuss whether ethical terms, can be reduced to 

non-ethical terms, or to put it in a different way (as Ayer himself puts it), whether 

statements of ethical value can be translated into statements of empirical fact. 

The utilitarians and the philosophers generally known as subjectivists are some 

of those who believe that value statements can be translated into factual state

ments. To an utilitarian, as is well-known, the rightness of actions is to be 
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defined in terms of the pleasure or happiness or satisfaction arising out of them, 

and to a subjectivist, in terms of the feelings of approval which we have to

wards the actions. Moral judgments, on both the above accounts tum out to be 

a 'sub-class of psychological or sociological judgments.' Although this inter

pretation of moral judgments as a sub-class of psychological or sociological. 

judgments appeals to Ayer to a considerable extent, he refuses to take up a 

subjectivst or an utilitarian stand, so far as analysis of ethical terms is con

cerned .2 

To a subjectivi;t, on action is right if it is generally approved of, but 

Ayer finds the contention of the subjectivist unacceptable because to say that 

some actions which are generally approved of are not right does not involve 

any self-contradiction: an action may be generally approved of, and yet may 

not be right. On the same ground the utilitarian view, too, turns out to be unac

ceptable to Ayer. To an utilitarian a right action is one which, of all the actions 

possible in the circumstances, gives rise to the greatest happiness, or the great

est balance of pleasure over pain. But as Ayer points out, no self-contradiction 

is involved in saying that an action which causes the greatest hapiness is not 

always right. In saying that some pleasant things are not good, I am not contra

dicting myself, and therefore, the sentence 'X is good' cannot be said to be 

. equivalent to the sentence 'X is pleasent'. Ayer further points out that his rejec

tion of subjectivism and utilitarianism should not be interpreted as implying 

the impossibility of inventing a language in which all ethical symbols are de

finable in non-ethical terms. All that he wants to assert is that reducing ethical 

to non-ethical statements in the utilitarian or in the subjectivist manner is not 

consistent with the conventions of our actual language. 

If ethical concepts cannot be regarded as reducible to empirical con

cepts, neither can they be regarded as being controlled by a 'mysterious intel

lectual intuition'. In other words, rejection of subjectivism and utilitarianism 

does not make Ayer accept the 'absolutist' view of ethics. The difficulty with an 

absolutist view of ethics is that it makes ethical judgments unverifiable. Intui

tive certainty varies from one person to another: the same judgment may ap

pear as intuitively certain to one person, and doubtful to another. A criterion 

that can resolve disputes between conflicting intuitions is essential if a 

proposition's validity is to be determined by appealing to intuitions, and no 
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such criterion, Ayer points out, can be given where ethical judgments are con
cerned. Doubts with regard to the validity of an empirical judgment may be 
resolved by referring to or carrying out an appropriate empirical test, but no 

such empirical test, Ayer argues, can be of any use when the validity of an 

ethical judgment is questioned. An ethical judgment, in other words, is empiri

cally unverifiable, and the fundamental ethical concepts turn out to be 

unanalysable. The ethical concepts are unanalysable because they are 'pseudo

concepts'. 'The presence of an ethical symbol in a proposition, Ayer says,'adds 

nothing to its factual content'. 3 

The two sentences with the help of which Ayer explains this point are: 

(i) Youacted wrongly in stealing that money, and (ii) You stole that money. The 

first sentence does not add anything to what is said in the second sentence. The 

remark about the wrongness of the action of stealing money does not provide 

any extra information about the action. The first sentence differs from the sec

ond in expressing moral disapproval of the action of stealing money. The former 

says just what the latter says, only in a particular tone or perhaps with an excla

mation mark added to it, and neither the tone nor the exclamation mark. Ayer 

argues, adds anything to the literal meaning of the sentence. 

Ayer further points out that if we. now generalize the first sentence and 

say 'stealing money is wrong' , we produce a sentence that cannot be said to 

have a factual meaning, that is to say. it does not express any proposition that 
can be either true or false. The reason why it cannot be true or false is that the 

wrongness of stealing is something about which disagreement is possible in the 

sense that different people may not have the same feeling about stealing. Ac

cording to Ayer, if one person says that stealing is wrong and another says that 

it is not, the two persons are not, strictly speaking, contradicting each other, 

because neither of them is making a factual statement, or even a statement 

about his own mental state. Neither of them is asserting a genuine proposition. 

What both of them are doing is expressing their respective moral sentiments. 

The function of the ethical word 'wrong', Ayer says, is thus purely 'emotive' : it 

expresses what we feel about certain objects. but does not make any assertion 

about them, and what is true of 'wrong' is true of all other ethical words. 

In his essay 'On the analysis of moral judgments',' Ayer makes the 
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same remark about moral judgments though he uses a different example. When 

a man commits a murder, we can provide a good description of the situation by 

giving a detailed account of different facts, say, of the identity of the murderer 

and of the victim; of their relationship, of the different motives, conscious and 

unconscious, that led him to commit murder, and so on. If we now ask whether. 

he was justified in committing the murder and answer the question in the affir

mative, we are not modifying or elaborating the earlier description of the situ

ation. According to Ayer, to say that the murderer's motives are good or bad, or 

that the act of murder is right or wrong, is not to say what the motives are or 

what the act is. In other words, in saying that the murderer was justified we are 

not adding any extra information to our earlier account. Ethical predicates are 

therefore not factual. 

Another characteristic of ethical words, pointed out by Ayer, may now 

be noted. Ethical words, Ayer says, not only express feeling, but are so calcu

lated as also to 'arouse feeling' and 'stimulate action'," 

They may be used in such a way that the sentences containing them 

may develop the force of commands. For example, the sentence 'It is your duty 

to tell the ·truth' may be regarded both as expressing an ethical feeling about 

turthfulness and as expressing the command 'Tell the truth'. If instead of saying 

'It is your duty to tell the truth' we say 'You ought to tell the truth', the tone of 

the command becomes less emphatic, but nonetheless it involves the command 

'Tell the truth'. Again, if we say 'It is good to tell the truth, we are making the 

same command but now in such a mild tone that thecommand has become a 

mere suggestion. The meaning of different ethical words may -thus be defined 

both in terms of the different feelings they express and in terms of the different 

responses they arouse. It may be noted that Ayer slightly modified. his view in 

the above-mentioned essay. '6 In this essay he says that to speak of moral judg

ments as merely expressing certain feelings, feelings of approval or disapproval 

is to over simplify the matter. Rather, it should be said that the attitudes that 

moral judgments express consist in 'certain patterns of behaviour, and that the 

expression of a moral judgment is an element in the pattern .'7 

Ayer now proceeds to explain why no criterion can be found for deter

mining the validity of ethical judgments. Ethical judgments are unverifiable 

not because of having an 'absolute' validity that is controlled by a mysterious 
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'intellectual intuition', but because of the fact that they do not have any objec
tivevalidity. Asentence can be true orfalse, only if it makes a statement, and 
sentences expressing moral judgments, as Ayer has shown above, do not say 

anything. They are pure expressions of feeling and as such do not come under 

the category of truth and falsehood. They are unverifiable for the same reason 

as a cry of pain or a word of command is unverifiable - because they do not 

express genuine propositions. 8 This being Ayer's stand on the validity of ethi

cal judgments, the difference between his theory and the orthodox subjectivist 

theory can now be spelt out. The orthodox subjectivist does not deny that ethi

cal judgments express genuine propositions. All that he refuses to admit is that 

ethical judgments express 'propositions of a unique, non-empirical character'. 

The subjectivist is of the opinion that ethical judgments express proposition 

about the speakers feelings, and if that is the case, they are obviously capable 

of being true or false. If the speaker had the relevant feelings the ethical judg

ments would be true, and if he did not have the relevant feelings, they would 

tum out to be false. This is something which can, on principle, be empirically 

verified. To the subjectivist, to make an ethical judgment is to make a state
ment about one's own feelings, while to Ayer, to make an ethical judgment is to 

evince orexpress one's own feelings. As Ayer puts it : ' .....whereas the subjec

tivist holds that ethical statements actually assert the existence of certain feel

ings, we hold that ethical statements are expressions and excitants of feeling 

which do not necessarily involve any assertions.' 9 Ayer point out that his view 

about ethical judgments enables him to answer an objection which the subjec

tivist cannot. The objection against the subjectivist theory that the validity of 

ethical judgments is not determined by the nature of their author's feelings, 

cannot be raised against Ayer's theory in so far as Ayer's theory does not imply 

that the validity of an ethical judgment must have certain feelings as its neces

sary and sufficient condition. What-is implied by Ayer's theory is that ethical 

judgments cannot be said to have any validity. 

Ayer next proceeds to consider an objection that has been traditionally 

raised against the subjectivist theories. an objection that might be raised against 

his theory as well. Moore has pointed out that if ethical judgments are regarded 

as mere statements about the speaker's feelings. no arguing about questions of 

value would be possible. Thus the two judgments Thrift is a virtue' and 'Thrift 

is a vice held by two different people, could both be true on the subjectivist 

account, inasmuch as considering thrift to be a virtue is merely a matter of 
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approving of it just as considering it to be a vice is a matter of disapproving of 

it, and by no means could this be a matter of dispute. Disputes about value

questions would tum out to be impossible on Ayer'stheory as well, because 

according to Ayer, the two above-mentioned sentences do not express proposi

tions at all, and hence the question of incompatibility between the two cannot 

arise. Ayer answers the above objections by pointing out that disputes that we 

ordinarily regard as disputes about value-questions are not really so, but are 

disputes about factual questions. Ayer says that when we disagree with some

one regarding the moral value of a certain action, we try to make him under

stand that he is mistaken about the empirical facts of the case, and if we do not 

succeed in doing this, we say that his set of values is different from ours, and 

that arguing with him on that issue is not possible. If a person has some moral 

principles, we can argue that he must, for the sake ofconsistency, react morally 
to certain situations in certain ways, but we cannot argue about the validity of 

his moral principles. 

Refutation of the above-mentioned charge now leads Ayer to draw con

clusions about the nature of ethical enquiries. Ethical science in the sense of 

elucidation of a 'true' system of morals, he says, is not possible, because ethical 

judgments serve only to express our feelings, and the validity of an ethical 

system cannot be. determined in any way. In fact to ask whether any moral 

system is true does not make any sense. Enquiring about the moral habits of a 

particular individual or a group or about the causes of such habits is a task of 
the social scientist. As a branch of knowledge, ethics is at best a department of 

psychology and sociology. 

I now proceed to consider how far Ayer's analysis of the nature of 

ethical philosophy can be accepted. According to Ayer, ethical judgments serve 

only to express our feelings, but to uphold this view is to deny the distinction 

between the language of value and the language of preference. If ethical judg

ments are nothing but expressions of approval or disapproval of certain facts, 

there seems to be no way of explaining (other than in terms of a clash or con

flict of preferences) such statements as 'I ought to do it, although I don't want to 

or 'This is "good" for him, although he may not like it'. In fact words like 

'ought', 'right', 'good' etc. derive crucial part of their meaning from a contrast 

between the language of value and the language of preference. The language of 

value differs as much from the language ofpreference asfrom thelanguage of 
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description. The contrast between value language and preference language is 

often brought out by pointing to the fact that if someone calls something 'good' 

or 'right' one can always ask him: 'What is "good" or" right" about it l' But one 

cannot always ask the same question about one's likes and dislikes. One cannot 

press for reasons for preference as one can press for reasons for evaluations. To . 

value something is very much to prefer something, but no mere preference as 

such can be considered to be a value. To be a value a preference must have 

some degree of rationality, that is to say, it must be capable of being supported 

by reasons in the case of its being questioned. 10 To be a value a preference 

must also have a degree of consistency over a range of objects. A preference 

that is liable to change all too quickly from one situation to another is not a 
value. What distinguishes value-language from preference-language is the 

former's commendatory force. liTo make a value judgment, as Hare argues, is 

not simply to persuade others, but to commend it either to oneself or to others 

for future guidance. Value-judgments have 'prescriptive'meaning. They are ac

tion-guiding : to make a value-judgments is to offer some guidance in making 

future decisions. To speak ofany action as 'good' is to impart a certain instruc
tion or to convey a certain advice to the hearer, namely, 'do it' (the advice also 

being about actions like it in relevant respects in relevantly similar contexts). 

I find Ayer's comments on the status of ethics difficult to accept. To 

Ayer, ethics is at best a department of psychology and sociology. But to take 

this stand is to deny the important distinction between the language of value 

and the language of fact. Two persons may describe a particular situation In the 

same way, but may evaluate it in different ways. The fact .that two persons 

agree on how a particular situation has to be described (or reported) does not 

imply that they also agree about the evaluation of it. It is not possible simply to 
equate value either with preferences on the one hand, or with facts on the other. 

Even if it is difficult to decide what values exactly are, any consideration of 

values will have to take note of both personal preference and desires as well as 

interpersonal perspectives. Hence the basic problem facing any individual try

ing to choose values for himself is : how to keep value distinct from facts on the 

one hand and from 'mere' preference on the other, how to reduce the tension 

between one's personal preferences on the one hand and the restraints imposed 

by the interpersonal framework of reference on the other. He cannot ignore the 

demands of either of them. If he ignores the interpersonal reference, his values 

would be indistinguishable from personal likes and dislikes, while ifhe ignores 
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the personal reference, his values would hardly be distinguishable from facts. 

Ayer has said that moral philosophy is neutral as regards actual con

duct. He says that moral theory, in so far as it is a moral theory, attempts to 

show what people are doing when they make moral judgments. It does not 

suggest what moral judgments they are to make; it is neutral with regard to all 

moral principles, neither recommending them nor condemning them. Moral 

theories, Ayer says, belong to the field of meta-ethics, not ethics proper. The 

growing importance of applied ethics, however, seems to suggest the opposite. 

Dramatic changes have taken place in the last two decades in an attempt to 

apply philosophy to the solution of real-life problems. Many philosophers have 

come forward to contribute to the discussion of various problems in medical 

ethics, to the discussion of various issues relating to political, economic and 

social matters. I personally believe that moral philosophy can go a long way in 

understanding and solving various problems of our life. To me the participa

tion of the philosophers in various interdisciplinary debates appears as a wel

come change inasmuch as it has served to make the debate more open and has 

enabled the audience to receive a greater variety of viewpoints. 
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FUNDAMENTALISM ANDSECULARISM:
 
THE BUDDHIST WAY out
 

JAGATPAL 

The purpose of this paper is to establish the point that we can solve the 

problem of religious conflicts of our country by secularizing our religion in the 

Buddhist way without showing any disrespect to any other religion. And to say 

this is not to say that the Buddhist religion is superior to other religions or the 

Buddhist way is the only way to combine secularism with religion. 

India has been seeking peace and harmony since the days of human 

civilization both at the level of individual as well as society. Yet the whole of 
human Indian history is full of religious conflicts, terrorism and communal 

rites down through the centuries-and remain so even today. Why is it so in our 

country? Is it because of the phenomenon of religious pluralism? If this.be so, 

then as long as there are different religions in our country religious wars, ter

rorism and rites, etc. will continue to exist and we cannot solve the problem of 

religious conflicts of our country even if we wish. The reason is simple be

cause each religion has its 0'Yndifferent ideologies, forms of faith and worship 

which are considered by its followers as holy. And these differences will con

tinue to create violent conflicts among the different religious groups of people 

in our country . The reason i~ that because people derive inspirations from 

. them according to their own selfish ends. We cannot stop people practicing 

different religions in our country to solve the problem of religious war, terror

ism and communal rites because people consider their religion a part of life. 

We are all divided in the name of religion into different sects such as Bud

dhism, Jainism, Hinduism, Skhism, Islam and Christianity no matter whether 
we like or not. All these different religions not.only differ with their ideologies, 

forms of faith and worship but also do conflict on certain points which the 

fundamentalists and politicians use as weapon to create communal disturbances 

in our country to achieve their selfish goals. Since we are all divided in the 

name ofreligion into different sects and we also consider our religion as aholy 
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religion, we cannot solve the problem ofreligious conflicts by combining them 
under one umbrella which we may characterize as universal religion. In spite 
of universalistic teachings of all great and historic religious teachers like Lord 

Buddha, Mahavira, Vivekananda, Ramakrishna Paramahansa, Guru Nanak and 

Jesus Christ, etc. we have not yet been able to solve the problem of our reli

gious conflicts till today. Religious conflicts still continue to exist in different 

forms in our country primarily because of our fanatic attitudes towards our 

religion and as well as the religion of others. 

But to say all this does not amount to mean saying that there is no way 

to solve the problem of religious conflicts of our country. We can definitely 

solve the problem of religious conflicts of our country by secularizing our reli

gion in the Buddhist way without leaving our religion. The reason is that be

cause Buddhist morality is a secular morality. It is based solely on regard to the 

well being of humankind as such and excludes all considerations drawn from 

the religious sources, that is, God and holy scripture. The word 'secularism' no 

doubt is a vague word. It is used in different senses. But here I am using the 
word 'secularism' in ideological sense of the term. In this sense the word 'secu

larism' not only signifies the absence of super-humanism and super-naturalism 

but also signifies humanism. It does not signify super-humanism because it 

rejects the superiority of one individual over another and treats them all on par 

with each other. In other words, secularism in ideological sense rejects all kinds 

of distinctions among human being based on caste, color, religion, race, sex, 

region, economic status and scholarships, etc. It emphasizes on universal broth

erhood, love, affection, tolerance, equality, justice, non-discrimination, impar

tiality, fairness and well-being of humankind as whole. Its central standpoint is 

faith in the dignity of human being. It considers individual not in relation with 

any super-natural being but in relation with the society purely from the moral 

point of view. Since secularism aims only at human being and every human 

being is a worldly creature, so we can say very well that it is a worldly doctrine. 

It is not a metaphysical or theological doctrine. Therefore its source cannot be 

traced in the existence of any super-natural being such as God. Not only this, 

its source also cannot be traced in the existence of any super human being or 

divine scripture. In other words, the doctrine of secularism is not grounded on 

the faith in the existence of God nor does it derive its authenticity from the 

nature of God or any super-human being. The doctrine of secularism excludes 

from it all religious consideration drawn from belief in the existence of super 
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natural being, that is, God. But to say all this, however, is not to say that the 

doctrine of secularism is a doctrine of atheism. The doctrine of secularism is 

not a doctrine of atheism too because it does not say anything about one's belief 

in the existence of God. It only says that moral arrangement among human 

beings is possible on the ground of universal brotherhood, love, tolerance, equal

ity, justice, fairness, impartiality and well-being of all the people concerned 

without making any reference to the super-natural beliefs of super human be

ings And to say this is not to say that it is a doctrine of atheism. The doctrine of 

secularism is an ethical doctrine because it solely rests on the doctrine of hu

manism and the doctrine of humanism is not diametrically opposed to the doc

tripe of theism. Which means, in other words. that the doctrine of secularism is 

not anti-religion. Because the doctrine of secularism recognizes the dignity of 

human being and his place in this world and lets him free to have aby religious 

thought about God and super-natural beings but without interference in the life 

of other persons of the society to which he belongs. If this is what the doctrine 

of secularism means, then from this it is also quite evident that religion does 

have an important place in secularism, provided that it acknowledges the pri

macy of ethical over all other considerations including religious consideration 

as Buddhism does. If this be so. then to be religious. is not necessarily to be 

non-secular because a religion can be secular if it acknowledges the primacy of 

the ethical consideration over the religious one when there is conflict between 

them. Such religion we might call as an ethical religion; a religion that not only 

prescribes universal morality but also does not allow anything to have religious 

value if it goes against the universal principle of morality. Buddhism, in my 

opinion, is an instance of such kind of religion because it acknowledges the 

primacy of ethical over the religious one. For Buddhism social suffering is not 

only something that is bad in itself but also a moral evil. It must be uprooted 

from the life of human beings at any cost to make it meaningful and worth . I·' 
living. And this is what exactly the Lord Buddha did during his life periods. A 

genuine religious person cannot simply ignore morality because morality is 

one of the basic constituents of religion. That is why no religion can be con

ceived without morality. But this does not hold good vice versa because moral

ity can be conceived without religion. Since every religion contains in it cer

tain set of moral beliefs and moral principles that aims at developing the indi

viduals and society. it cannot simply go against humanism if it is a genuine 

religion. If it goes against humanism because of changes in human conditions. 

it has to be interpreted and understood considering thephilosophy of human-
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ism to cater the needs of human beings because religion after all is meant for 

human beings and human beings are not meant for religion.Religions are the 

product of human minds. They are constructed for the welfare of society in

cluding the individual. If this be so, then to be religious is to be moral. But to 

say this is not to say that moral ideas cannot conflict with religious ideas. Moral 
ideas no doubt does conflict with religious ideas. But when they conflict, moral" 

ideas always override religious ideas when we consider the whole matter purely 

from the rational point of view. The doctrine of secularism is not adoctrine of 

dogmatism while the doctrine of religion is a doctrine of dogmatism. The doc
trine of secularism is a rational doctrine because it is based on rational ground. 

So to be secular is to be rational and to be rational is to be consistent. Further

more, since morality is a dynamic phenomenon because moral ideas change 

according to human circumstances and needs, therefore it is quire possible that 

a religion may have in its moral core an idea that may be considered to be 

irrational and untenable by some people belonging to another religion . But 
even then the fact remains that there is no religion which does not advocate 
humanism. All religions advocate in theory universal brotherhood, tolerance, 

love, equality, justice, fairness and kindness, etc. From ~his point of view, one 
can say very well that all religions are the religions of humankind. They do not 
preach anything against humanism. Religion becomes anti-human only when 

we use it as a means to set one individual against another for the sake of one's 

own selfish end. 

This is perfectly quite possible that a secularist person mayor may not 

be a religious person. But there is no person who is a secularist but not a mor
alist. The reason for it is quite obvious because secularism is grounded on the 

doctrine of universal morality. It does not logically rest on any particular reli
gious faith. Since secular morality does not logically rest on the doctrine of any 

particular religious faith, we cannot say it that secular morality is a religous 

morality. Since secular morality is not a religious morality, therefore it is per

fectly quite possible that we can remove religious conflicts of our country by 
secularizing religion if we sincerely wish to do so without even discarding our 

own religion or showing any disrespect to any other religions. The fault basi

cally lies with us. It does not lie with religion. Why do I say that fault basically 

lies with us is that because it is we who do not take religion in the right spirit 

because of our greed. If we all take religion in the right spirit for which it is 

designed, that is, it is meant for the welfare of humanity, it does not create any 
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problem. Because we can modify it in that case according to the needs of our 

society. So it is perfectly quite possible to solve our religious conflicts if we all 

adopt secular attitudes towards religions. 

The doctrine of secularism in fact is opposed to the doctrine of funda

mentalism because what the doctrine fundamentalism advocates the doctrine 

of secularism denies it. The doctrine of fundamentalism advocates the view 

that religious considerations always override all other considerations including 

moral considerations when there is a conflict between them which the doctrine 

of secularism does not advocate. The doctrine of secularism rather advocates 

the view that moral considerations always override all other considerations 

including religious considerations when there is conflict between them. Those 

who uphold the view that religious considerations always override all other 

considerations are called religious fundamentalists or extremists. Those who 

uphold the view that religious considerations can override only some sorts and 

not those of some other sorts are called moderate fundamentalists. Most of the 

moderate fundamentalists are of the view that religious considerations should 

not override legal, moral, economic and social considerations. Religious con

flicts do not occur because of the moderate fundamentalists. When it occurs. it 

generally occurs due to the attitudes of the extreme fundamentalists besides 

politicians. The reason for it is quite obvious. Because the extreme fundamen

talists believe that their religion is a holy religion and other's religion is not a 

holy religion. It does not admit any kind of change or modification under any 

situation. Since they believe that their religion a holy religion and does not 

admit any change or modification under any situation, therefore they say that it 

should not be overridden by any other considerations including the consider

ation of other religions at any cost regardless of human situations and needs. It 

is this fanatic attitude of theirs that creates religious conflicts in our country. 

Because these people do not only preach and protect their own respective reli

gions but also expand them by converting people belonging to other religions. 

To achieve their target they do not hesitate to bribe people in different forms. 

They may say face to face that all religions are equally good and essentially 

same. But they do not treat them equally when the question of practice comes. 

They rather go to the extent of saying that my religion is superior to all other 

religions. My religion is only wholly true and other's religion is not wholly 

true. This kind ofattitude of theirs surely cannot be said to be a secular attitude 

at all. If we are all genuinely interested in solving religious conflicts of our 
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country, wewill have to change out rigid and fanatic attitudes. We will have to 

adopt secular view not only in the case ofour own religion but also in the case 
of other's religion. Unless we do it, we cannot really solv,e the religious con

flicts of our country. But to say that we should secularize our religion is not 

equivalent to saying that we should leave our religion. It only means that we 

should give the primacy of ethical universal values over religious ones when 

there is conflict between them. Religion no doubt is a matter of private life. But 

to say this not to say that it is not a matter of public life. Religion is a matter of 

both private and public lives. We cannot deny this fact. Not only this, we can

not pursue most of our religious values without the cooperation of other indi

viduals of the society. If religion were purely a matter of private life, we would 

have not bothered about it. But since the very fact that we all bother about it 

because of its impact on our social lives itself shows that it is not purely a 

matter of private life. If there is some grain of truth in what I have said, then 

religious conflicts definitely cannot be solved just by saying that it is purely a 

matter of private life. The removal of religious conflicts is a matter of all the 
concerned being a matter of public life. 

Sometimes the word 'secularism' is used not only as an ideology but 

also as a policy. For the state the word 'secularism' merely signifies a policy 

which consists in the fact of not giving any preference to any religion over the 

other religions. The secular state not only allows all religions to exist but also 

protects them without any discrimination. It recognizes every religion as equal 
and each one is given as much preference as the others. India is said to be a 

secular state in this sense of the term because it safeguards the individual's 
freedom of religion and allows all religions, that are, Buddhism, Hinduism, 

Islam, Sikhs, Jainism and Christianity to exist without showing the superiority 

of one over the others. India does not give preference to any religion over the 

others. All religions receive equal treatment and protection by the country. 
Every individual is free to adopt or reject any religion without interference 

from the state. If he decides to embrace Hinduism, or any other religions for 

that matter, he is free to do so. India does not dictate religious beliefs to its 
citizens. When I talk about the secularization of religion, I do not use the term, 

'secular' in the sense of policy. I use it in the sense of ideology in the above 

explained sense of the term. The reason for it is that because religions can be 

treated equally only when the practice of one religion does not come in conflict 

with the practice of another religion. But when it does conflict, the issue cannot 
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be settled just by giving this slogan that every religion should be treated equally. 

Those who give this slogan are themselves in fact not clear what they mean 

when they say that every religion should be treated equally. If to treat equally 

means to have equal respect and not to interfere in the religious matter of oth

ers, then it is not just possible at all unless we assume that all religions' are 

equal in all respects which they are not. All religions do differ in certain re

spect from one another. Take, for example, the Hindu religion; The Hindu reli

gion contains in it caste system which other religions as Buddhism and Jainism 

do not contain in them. Therefore treating all religions equally in all respects is 

not just possible at all. If we wish to solve religious conflicts, we can do so only 

when we do not take the side of any particular religion and decide the whole 

matter purely on a rational ground. No doubt. it is highly immoral on the part of 

people belonging to one religion to condemn or interfere in the values of other 

religions. But if any religion, no matter what it is, goes against the basic prin
ciple of humanism for which it is constructed, it surely becomes the subject 

matter of our moral evaluation and there-is nothing wrong in doing so because 

religion is after all meant for human beings and human beings are not meant for . 

religion. Since religion is meant for human beings for their betterment, there
fore it is always open to modification, adjustment and change according to the 

needs of human society. To deny this fact would amount to mean denying the 

basic function and objective of religion itself for which it is designed. 

But when I say that religious terrorism, conflicts and communal rites 

etc., can be removed by secularizing our religion in the Buddhist way, I use the 

term 'Buddhist way' in a particular sense, that is, in the sense of 'what Lord 

Buddha taught' and not in the sense of what his followers say. And when I use 

the term 'Buddhist way' in the sense of what the Lord Buddha taught, it cannot 

be said to be a religious path at all. We cannot say that. Lord Buddha's Bud

dhism is a religion in the sense in which we say Hinduism, Christianity, Islam 

and Judaism are religions. We say Hinduism, Christianity, Islam and Judaism 

are religions because they rest on the belief in the existence of God which 

Buddhism does not and the belief in the existence .of God is treated as one of 

the defining features of religion. If at all Buddhism can be called as a religion, 

it can be called only as an ethical religion because it emphasizes on the ethical 

values over the religious ones which other religions does not. That is why I say 

religious conflicts can be solved by secularizing religion in the Buddhist way. 

And when I say it, I do not pay disrespect to any other religion inany way. 
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The question might beasked: Is the Buddhist morality not a religious 
morality? If by 'religious morality' we mean an attitude ofsincere devotion to 
human values such as universal brotherhood, love, peace, kindness pity, toler

ance, justice, compassion, fairness and relief from suffering, then I would say 

that the Buddhist morality surely is a religious morality. But if by , religious. 

morality' we mean an attitude of sincere devotion to God and practicing of the 

values of holy scriptures, then I would say that Buddhist morality is not a reli

gious morality at all. Because Buddhism does not derive ethical values from 

the belief in the existence of God or the divine scripture which Hinduism, Chris

tianity, and Islam do. In other words, the Buddhist morality is a secular moral

ity. It is not a religious morality at all the sense in which we call the moralities 

of Hinduism, Christianity and Islam as religious moralities. We cannot call 

Lord Buddha as a God because he was a person of this earthly world even 

though he attained Enlightenment through his efforts and not by the grace of 

any divine God. His followers call him as God because of their religious faith. 

He himself never said that he was a God. He rather kept mum on the meta

physical issues. Whenever metaphysical questions were put to him, he avoided 

them by saying that they were neither profitable to the society nor conducive to 

the highest good. Metaphysical questions were considered as futile. He was 

mainly talking about two things : miseries and the cessation 0: miseries. Hu

man life is full of miseries and pain. It is our moral duty, he said, to get rid of 

the miseries and pain from the society. All this clearly shows that Lord Buddha 

was basically an ethical teacher and social reformer. Ritual practices which we 

find in the Buddhist religion are in fact the product of the mind of his followers 

which crept in Buddhism over the centuries. We cannot solve the religious 

conflicts, as I have already said, by referring to any morality based on religious 

dogma no matter what it is including Buddhism for the simple reason that each 

religion is considered as holy religion by its followers. The remedy for reli

gious conflicts, therefore, cannot be traced within the domain of religions. It 

can traced only outside the domain of religion, that is, in the domain of secular 

universal morality which Lord Buddha taught to the humanity. The question 

here might be asked: How does we know what exactly are the teachings of 

Lord Buddha and what are the interpretations put upon them by his disciples? 

There is no doubt that the teachings of Lord Buddha were oral. They were 

recorded much later by his disciples. But so far the Buddha's moral values are 

concerned there is no difficulty in knowing them. 
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No institutional religion gives freedom to its followers to say anything 

against it even if its faith is based on irrational ground which secularism al

lows. In fact we can remove religious conflicts to a large extent if we enlighten 

people to liberate them from blind faith and mental slavery. Every religion has 

its own conception ofGod depending upon its culture which becomes the source 

of division of humankind into different factions. Due to our blind faith we not 

only praise our own religion but also criticize the religion of others which Lord 

Buddha never did. Lord Buddha did not condemn any religion nor did he advo

cate the idol worship. He never founded any religion. He was primarily a mor

alist and social worker. What he taught that he practiced throughout his life. He 

did not base his moral conceptions on any supernatural being nor did he derive 

from them. He did not talk about any divine revealed morality. He based his 

moral conceptions solely on humanism which is the core of secularism. The 

values of tolerance, forbearance, brotherhood, friendliness, non-hatred, non

enmity, non-interference, non-discrimination, non-violence, love, kindness, 

compassion, benevolence and pity which he taught to humankind throughout 

were the human universal ethical values whose sources lie in the human nature. 

According to him, the root cause of all evils including the religious evils lies in 
the very nature of human being itself, that is, in his passions which he called as 

Vasna. Therefore unless we all control our passions of greed, hatred, and jeal

ousy, etc. according to him, we cannot overcome the religious conflicts. So 

long we have these passions, religious conflicts will continue to exist in some 

or the other forms. So if we want to remove religious conflicts of our country, 

we will have to control our passions of greed, hatred, jealousy, and enmity, etc. 

In other words, we have to cultivate our life in the Buddhist moral way. And to 

say this is not to say that we have to leave our own religion and adopt the 

Buddhist religion. It only means that we have to emphasize ethical values over 

the religious ones when there is conflict between them. And this is perfectly 

possible because secularism is not opposed to religion. They can go hand in 
hand. The Buddhist morality is a secular morality. It does not logically rest on 

any religious dogma. It rests solely on the notion of humanism and humanism 

is not opposed to the notions of religion and secularism. This is quite evident 

from the life of Lord Buddha and his attitudes towards human beings them-· 

selves. He never set one individual against another individual or one society 

against another society. He treated all individuals on par regardless of their 

caste, color, sex, creed and region, etc. In fact he did not confine the domain of 
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his morality to only human beings. He extended it to the domain of other be
ings as well. 

In short, thus, we can say that religious conflicts can be solved if we 

practice the Buddhist philosophy of secular morality individually as well as 

collectively in true sense of the term throughout our life. If our attitudes are 

secular towards people of other religions and we are open minded, we not only 

can remove religious tensions and conflicts of our country but also can live a 

better and happier life for which everyone aspires . This is true. There is no 

doubt in it. 
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THE LANGUAGE THAT ONE CAN OWN 

CHANDIDAS BHATTACHARYA 

He that has found his language 

knows no bound of joy ... Tagore 

Tagore while dwelling on such of his favourite themes as 'self-culture', 
'creativity', 'human identity', has often hinted at the distinction between 'a working 

language' and 'a language of self-expression', between 'a functional language' 

and 'a language of one's own' . Moreover, he identifies 'the language that one 

can own' (like a thought that one can own) with 'the language of self-expres

sion'. 

1. To meet certain needs we may artificially accept some language or 

other but language has an ingenuous end to serve, which is not to be 
identified with meeting the needs. Language has to serve as the vehicle 

of self-expression. 

No doubt, the proper arrangement be made for running the 

state's administration, but a much higher task is to enliven and enlighten 

the spirit of the countrymen, add zest to their lives. No language other 

than one's own can accomplish these tasks. I 

2. The Bengali writer of those days could soon realize that we can 

borrow the flame from a distant language just to lit our lamp, self

expression can dawn as morning light through one's own language 
alone.' 

3. From my early childhood I could taste the joy of giving shape to my 

thoughts, collect them in my own languages, and it became clear to me 

that once the habit of composition in mother tongue could be mas

tered, there would remain no bar in using an alien language with cour

age by picking it up when the need arises.' 
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The distinction drawn by Tagore between 'the language that one can 

own' or 'the language of self-expression', and 'a distant language' is not some

thing cursory or off-hand as is indicated by his emphasis on language of one's 

own as the instrument for 'a higher task'. In fact, it is only in course of his deep 

thinking about various shortcomings of our education system, problem of cre

ativity in our thinking and life-style that he appeals to this distinction between 

'the language that one can own' and 'the working language' or 'the language that 

one does not own' : 

4. The result of all this malchoice of a language is that despite receiv

ing an education of a higher order, we do not develop thinking to that 

scale. There is a reason for this. Language is the natural vehicle of 

thinking. But, out of our school, we get rid of our formal language, get 

ourselves engrossed in story telling, gossiping, high talks in our every 

day non-formal language," 

5. It is impossible to educate the people of the country through an alien 

language. We shall gather, but it would not enrich our language. We 

shall think, but our language shall remain outside our thought. Our 

mind shall grow with years, but our language would not be keeping 

space with. What could be an easier means of turning the whole educa

tional programme into a ridicule. S 

Moreover, the significance of the emphasis on 'one's language' or 'the 

language of self-expression' can be guessed from his keen awareness, which is 

so natural for a great mind to have, about the importance of right choice of 

language to develope the basic features which make man a man. 

However, it is not quite plain sailing to grasp the real import of his 

distinction between 'a working language' and 'the language ofself-expression'. 

Tagore himelf has not elaborated on the issue. Nevertheless, I believe that a 

great insight is there in his distinguishing 'a working language' from 'the lan

guage of self-expression', of which we are generally not aware. I also think that. 

this distinction is conceptual and not an ad hoc one. Neither can this distinc

tion pertains merely to the distinction between unskilled and skilled uses of 

language. Also it would be a howler to think that certain personal or racial 

sentiment is at the root of this distinction. 
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Of course, the distinction is internal one, drawn from the perspective 

of the user of a language, his ingenuous linguistic sensibility, linguistic re

quirements tuned to his life-style and perception. It might be that there is a 

linguistic sensibilityjust as there is, for instance, colour sensibility. What colour 
or sound spectrum can incite us depends on our specific kind of interaction 

with a particular species. Similarly, of the different languages we are generally 

exposed to, it may be that only a particular species oflanguage may, under the 

circumstances, catch our imagination and become a part ofour being. 

But there can be an objection of 'seeing too much' in the above quoted 

words of Tagore.6 Also there can be some academic objections to the very idea 

of 'possessing a language'or 'owning a language', ('the language of self-expres

sion' is something which we could possess) generally from the philosophers 

who take language to be strictly a system ofrule governed behaviour. It can be 

objected that language is a matter of 'following' and not of 'owning' . When 

some job is accomplished strictly following certain rules (military drill, for 

instance), it is hardly possible to claim the ownership of the act. We could at 

best speak of owning some thought or feeling in some sense. On the other 

hand, the issue may seem trivial :'if we could speak of possessing or owning a 

language, we can say that every language is possibly one's own, since every 

language is learnable'. However, if learning a language does not confer its own

ership on the learner, then no language can be one's own. For what else than 

learning can confer one the ownership of a language? 

It may seem that there is still a stronger case for the view that there 

cannot be a language ofone's own, at least in the sense in which a thought can 

be one's own. (However, it must be noted that it is not uncontroversial if we 
could even own a thought or what sense is to be made of the expression 'own

ing a thought'.). Each language is governed by definite rules, norms and hence 

each language must be learnable and usable, however queer some language 

may appear at first. Each language is learnable, as any branch of mathematics 

is learnable. And the reason why one cannot speak intelligibly of 'one's own 

language' is almost same as why one cannot speak of 'one's own mathematics.. 

Moreover, the general arguments against the concept of 'private language' being 

quite acceptable to many, it may be doubted if one can speak of 'one's own 

language' with a clear and good sense. A metaphorical use of 'one's own lan

guage' is, of course, pardonable. 
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But what I desire to press upon is that the expression 'one's own lan
guage' is no more metaphorical or queer than such expressions as 'one's own 

thought', 'one's own choice', 'one's own will' ... lfwe can makea clear and good 

sense of such expressions and can become aware of their significance in under

standing the essence of a person, then it would not be too difficult to do' the 

same in respect of the expression 'one's own language' or 'language that we can 

own'. In fact, there seems to be some symmetry between the expressions 'one's 

own thought' and 'one's own language', which will be exploited here to expli

cate the concept of 'owning a language' or 'the language of self-expression'. 

There are however, several complicated issues involved in the context: (1) 

Evolving definite criteria for distinguishing one's own language from what is 

not one's own language. (2) This in tum leads to the enquiry into the possibility 

of 'creativity' in language which is after all rule-governed behaviour and obvi

ously is not free from certain constraints. (3) Comparing symbolizing activity 

with other forms of activities where the issue of ownership is legitimate with

out a sense of triviality. 

I shall, however, confine myself to a generai elucidation of 'one's own 

language', showing that the idea of 'one's own language' even by the parameter 
of conventional language is not something paradoxical or metaphorical. In do

ing so, I take for granted the validity of 'the unlimited expressibility' thesis for 

all languages, according to which every language is equally complex and rich 

and is possessed of its unique in-built mechanism suitable for doing anything 

and everything conceivable ofa language. 

1. LANGUAGE AND ACTION 

We need be clear at the very outset as to how we are taking 'language' 

in talking of 'one's own language'? A language can be viewed rather abstractly 

as a system of rules, but more concretely as doing something like walking. 

smiling, etc ... For instance.Janguage consists of such activities like preparing 

a sentence, hunting for words, hunting appropriate phrases etc., on the other 

hand, such activities like gossiping, story-telling and so on. Such activities as 
preparing a sentence etc. or engaging in gossiping, story telling etc... can both. 

be categorised under action, although the latter type of activities, i.e.• gossip

ing, story telling etc. obviously enjoy a kind of freedom, or a sort ~f neutrality 

which may not be so obviously attributed to such activities as pure sentence 

preparation, sentence preparation for giving an example of it, etc. In the very 
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act of story-telling we are not at all aware of our roles as a grammarian, or we 

ought not to be. We are even not aware of the intricacies of sentence manufac

turing mechanism, just as in an action we are not aware of laws of physics or 

chemistry. This is true in spite of the fact that story cannot be told without 

manufacturing sentences, gossiping cannot be carried on without finding' out 

choicest words .., Sometimes these two sorts of concrete activities can be dis

tinguished by using two sorts of prepositions 'in' and 'with' . Wetell a story with 

sentences, but in preparing sentences we may not tell any story or anything 

alike. 7 However, what is important here to note is that these two sorts of activi

ties are sign of actual manifestation or of existence of language which is ab

stractly defined as a system of roles for generating signs and which merely 

speaks of an abstract possiblity about a language. 

Now, if 'language' is understood in this sense of concrete activities 

than merely rule following, or what I desire to term as 'languagaing', some 

parallel can be drawn between 'walking', 'choosing' ... and 'languaging' . 

'Languaging' in this sense is implied in Saussarian distiction between 'langue 

and parole'. Tagore seems to be exclusively interested in the parole aspect 'of 

language when he speaks of 'language of one's own' or 'language that one can 

own'. This is because of Tagore's philosophy of man. He seems to be more 

interested in what a man can do or what he can become than in what a man has 
done or what a man is. To Tagore, perhaps the possibilities' in man is a better 

indicator of his essence than what he is. Man's essence is manifested in his 

achievements or doing something (languaging, for instance) and not in his re

ceiving something (the rules of language etc. In passing it is interesting to note 

that Tagore.seems to be more curious about what man becomes than what he 

receives.). We are not owner of roles or etiquetts of a language (langue) which 

are given to us as words are given. Parole of language is genuinely-the human 

aspect of language. In other words 'speaking', 'gossiping', 'story-telling' ...are 

what only human beings can engage in. In fact, ofall human actions, languaging 

can be more significantly spoken ofas free action in spite ofbeing governed by 

most stringent rules. (This because of some special reason into which I am not 

going now. See my "The Uniqueness of Meaning" in Perspectives in Contem-, 

. porary Philosophy, Ed, by Prof. Dilip Kumar Chakraborty, published by Gauhati 

University 1998). 

Now, If we are not debarred from drawing a distinction between 'one's 
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own choosing' and 'what is not one's own choosing', or that between 'what is 
one's own thinking and 'what is not one;s own thinking' ... the distinction be
tween 'one's own language (languaging)' - but borrowed, imitated ... can not be 

objected. Here it is to be noted in passing that my motto in drawing a parallel 

between linguistic activity and other 'mental activity' is to just to servey the 

possibility of bestowing of 'ownership' to a writer or a speaker on the basis of 

our generally bestowing ownership of thought, for instance, to a thinker. But 

for Wittgenstein 'thinking happens', while 'writing is done'. This has the impli

cation that even if bestowing of ownership of writing were possible, the be

stowing of ownership of thought is impossible. Although Wittgensteins obser

vation is an istspaui for me, I cannot agree to it . 

2. LANGUAGE AND MAN 

Tagore envisages a deeper relationship between language and man, 

when both are in their natural course, on the point of accepting a language, 

i.e., languaging, as a mark ofauthenticy ofman. This means that to speak ofan 

authentic man without reference to languaging or authentic linguistic action is 

imposible. Similar idea is there in Heidegger's thesis of an authentic man. 

Heidegger speaks of 'housing the being in language'. Plato implores, 'speak so 

that I can see thy'. Tagore says, 

6.Language has to serve as the vehicle of self-expression
 

...Self expression dawns as morning light through one's own language
 

alone.
 

Or, The self sinks into oblivion when it is unable to express itself '"
 
Since
 
language is the principal means of self-expression, the chief task of
 

man is to get rid ofthe poverty oflanguage and realize himselfin full. 8
 

7. Or With the shaping of the mind language is framed; language
 
grows when mind grows"."
 

It is easy to understand that to be unique we must own some ingredi

ents - have our own desires, feelings, thoughts, choices and Tagore would add 
, our own language', or as I have interpreted 'languaging'. If 'choosing', 'think

ing', 'feeling' could be one's own and the manifestation of one's individuality or 

self-expression, the case cannot be different in our languaging. For the logic of 

'choosing' 'thinking' ...are parallel to the 'languaging'. (Of course there is some 

scope of controversy here and the matter will be dealt with in the sequel). And 
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as such the expressions 'one's own language' and 'language ofself-expression' 

are here interchangeable. 

The intimate connection between 'linguistic ability' and 'mental ability' has long 

been emphasised by the philosophers. and the linguists. and the psychologists 

are falling in with the line.'? 

The ordinary understanding that language is merely a medium or ve

hicle ofexpression, the means of delivering already conceived or matured men

tal products is now questioned. The relationship between language and intro

spective ability is much more intimate. If we try to get a glimpse of our mental

contents independent of language we shall just draw a blank. On the other 

hand. there are some structural. semantical and operational correspondence 

between the mind process and languaging i.e.• language at work. Thinking and 

imagining. to begin with the plain cases. is agenerative processinvolvingorgani

zation, mapping and remapping, composing and decomposing connecting and 

disconnecting. There is nothing like 'thinking' or 'imagining' at a stroke. We can 

produce a musical note at a stroke. by plucking the ~ingle string of a sitar. But 

thinking and imagining are more like singing. they are processes. which gradu

ally develop and grow. And what is to 1anguage', i.e., to speak or writeunder 

normal condition but to generate signs - produce words. phrases. sentences 

etc. Particularly production of sentences are more interesting, because only 

they can be truly said to be generated. through the process of selection from 

myriads of words. phrases. and their proper placing ..., through mending and 

amending. rejecting. adding and so cm.Ifthinking is a subjective process and to 

think is to act and to' own something, so must be the process of generating 

sentences or languaging. Both types of these activities call for effort. trial and 

error. finding the way out of the blind alley primarily through one's own initia

tive and will. Without going too far with some philosophers who identify men

tal action with linguistic action. we can safely accept that language is not just 

an instrument. it is the embodiment of all our introspective abilities. in the 

sense in which sound is the embodiment of music (ala Max Black). Any intro

spective ability is processed, channelised, and we may even say 'procreated' 

through ingenuous operation of language. 

However. what is to operate language ingenuously (perhaps the main 
issue here) is not easy to grasp. We shall elaborate on this in the sequel. But it 

must be mentioned here that cases of natural or ingenuous operation of with 
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language abound in our everyday uses of language. II This is the reason why 

Tagore while speaking about 'one's own language' or 'the language that one can 

own' often refers to the language of 'story telling'. 'gossiping'. 'high talks' ...• 

cases where the ingenuous (a defining feature of one's own language) opera

tion with language can be easily recognized. (The cases of unnatural operation 

with language abound. for examples. in answering question papers in examina-. 

tion, in facing interrogation by the would be employer). Introspectively or phe

nomenologically alone we come to the realization that the very attempt to think 

ofone's own is also an attempt to generate a sign ofone's own, and the very 

attempt to operate language ingenuously is to beget a thought, some emotion, 

some feeling. To cramm is never to beget a feeling or a thought. if not just by 

chance. A new intuition, insight or a clue can flash on us more surely in our 

languaging process. The two processes are endlessly interlaced and it is futile 

to ask which of the two is the prime mover. Now we can guess the reason for 

Tagore's recurrent lamentation over forcibly divorcing 'the ingenuous opera

tion of language' from 'introspective exercise'. One of his most fervent prayer 
was: 

8. From the Lord let us ask for the boon: bring about a happy union 

between hunger and food, winter and clothing. thought and language, 

learning and life. 

Now the principal reason why thought. feeling (?). smiling. showing 

kindness ... can be categorised as 'one's own' is that they do not just happen to 

us. We have to do something to make them happen to us, or more simply they 

have to be generated by intending. It is not possible now to give a detail analy
sis of this fascinating episode. But it is necessary to note that 'there are distinc

tive antecedents to our thought. choice. feeling .. and enquiring into their his

tory we can decide if they were our own. Berkeley has given some hint as to the 

nature of this antecedent of thought that we can claim to own: 

What stubbing. plaughing, digging and harrowing is to land. that thinking. 

reflecting is to mind. 

Languaging also does not just happen to us, we have to generate it no matter 

even if being unwaveringly guided by the most stringent signs must be one's 

own. More tangibly speaking. we can own some sentences, some phrases, or 

even words just as we can own some dream ... To do my own thinking I have to 

do my own languaging, give birth to expressions. symbols which were. as if, no 

where as my thinking was no where. Even if the same (?) thinking was there in 
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some one else's mind, to be my own thinking, I cannot borrow it, at best I can 

think alike'. Similarly, a sentence cannot be borrowed, Tagore says, "LanI 

guage is not an umbrella or an overcoat to be borrowed". One famous saying is: 

Every writer has to create his language, just as every violinist has to 

create his own tune. 

3. LANGUAGE THAT ONE CAN OWN 

Tagore says. for identifying 'the language that one can own' with the 

language one indulges in life situations. Use of language in life situation also 

may demand trial and error in choosing and ordering words; conjecturing and 

refutation of the arrangement of sentences or the paragraphs; and most impor

tantly, surmounting the hurdles. There must be linguistic impasses and over

coming those in the playful mood ofa sportsman. Think how a good sportsman 
overcomes the hurdles in a game. In dealing with language in life situation : 

gossiping, quarreling, back-biting... we are capable of giving birth to multifari

ous expressions that are 'new' and 'unique' in their own ways. Here, we cannot 

do better than refer to some distinguished philosophers' fascination about 'ordi

nary language', their fascination about the way in which expressions are em

ployed in ordinary situations, employed without presumptions. For according 

to them only in such situations we are using expressions authentically. From 

this point of view we might define 'the language that one can own' as 'the lan

guage which is generated under the maxim ofa categorical imperative'. To use 

language under the maxim of categorical imperative is the same as to use it 

ingenuously. 13 Several features or aspects of 'one's own language' thus become 

clear to us. According to Wittgenstein the use of an expression in ordinary 

situation only can guarantee 'the great variety of ways' of its use", in other 

words, the creative uses ofan expression is assured. Here we can put to test the 

.'infinite expressibility' thesis. Tagore also maintain implicitly that use of an 

expression under this situation alone is conducive to the growth of a personal 

language along with one's biological growth. (see p.). Thus "the language that 

one can own' is being produced in the manner of right action, i.e.• action done 

under the maxim of categorical imperative. When an action is done under the 

maxim of categorical imperative, it is done out of a pure motive it cannot be. 

mimicking, done under compulsion. Motive for that action is autonomous and 

unique, but also universalisable. Languaging is thus autonumous and unique 

anda responsible action like-a moral action. And perhaps it is difficult to dis

pute that a moral action is owned by an agent. 
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4.SOME OBJECTIONS 

However. several problems crop up in drawing parallels between 
'languaging' with 'moral action'. This tendency seems to overlook the public 

character of a language, and makes language more an affair of the 'speaker' and 

his intention. One thus can easily confuse 'one's own language' with 'private 

language'. But it is generally accepted that language is predominantly a matter 

of 'norms' and 'rules' at every step of its generation. In generating signs we are 

rigidly circumvented by too many do's and don'ts which are unknown in the 

cases of actions as such, or at least with the equal degree of rigidity. There are 

many problems here pertaining to rather some general problems about creativ

ity in language, bringing out the clear logic of 'linguistic action' as distinguished 

from 'non-linguistic action'. It is not the place to enter into all this. What I 

desire to do is something more humble. I shall try to show that language in 

spite of being governed by (most ?) stringent rules, conventions, etc. the logic 

of languaging is not so ideosyncratic from the logic of 'action' as to make be

stowing the ownership of a linguistic piece to its a~thor something paradoxi

cal. 

It can be also be argued that even 'languaging' cannot be one's own 

exactly in the same sense in which 'choosing', 'thinking' can be, in some 

sense, one's own. Firstly, the logic of 'choosing', 'thinking' and the logic of 
'languaging', or even the logic of 'walking', 'smiling' ...and of 'languaging are 

different from one another. The production of linguistic pieces which is, at 

least a part of the game of languaging is governed at every step by rules, norms, 

precedence ... and other more rigid principles like the principles of consistency 

and compatibility, so much so that it is not impossible to think that 'no sentence 

in a system of sentences may pass out as full proof against all oddities, or never 
amenable to some change.' 

Every linguistic move is subject to severest appraisal. IS We cannot 

speak or say things in the way we like, according to our convenience, lest the 

linguistic move is judged as unintelligible, jargon, blashphemous, malapropos...· 

No doubt activities such as choosing, walking are not unrully behaviours, they 

are also subject to tacit recognition by the society to be counted as 'choosing' or 

'walking'. And to that extent some rules or linguistic moves lie on a different 

plane: linguistic rules are not, according to some, merely regulative, they can 
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even be 'constitutive'. But it hardly makes sense to speak of' constitutive rules' 

of 'walking', 'choosing' ...Secondly, it may be urged that linguistic pieces are 

mere tools and hence they can be only borrowed and not owned. Of course, the 

importance of the distance of the distinction between 'linguistic piece' and 'move' 

(see sect. 1) is here played down. According to this view, at best we can speak. 

of 'skilled or unskilled use ofa linguistic piece'. But 'skilled use' cannot always 

be a synonym for 'creative use', and hence even the show of superskill may not 

bestow upon the user (and merely a producer) of a linguistic piece, its owner

ship, to repeat, in the sense in which we are bestowed with the ownership of a 

smile! 

S. LINGUISTIC RULES AND LANGUAGING 

In countering this sceptical attitude about 'one's own language', it is, 

however, to be admitted that linguistic activities are relatively more constrained 

form of behaviour than actions such as walking, smiling, looking, ... This is 

true at least of technical language in specialized studies such as science, logic 

and mathematics, and more true of sterotyped use of language, use of an alien 

language. How ingenous may our utterances be, they have to be in appearance 

(only in 'appearance'") similar to some linguistic expression recognized as such, 

as a definite kind of expression belonging to a distinct language. This needs be 

the case because of the strict intersubjective character of language, because of 

the unique purpose language has to serve. This constraining character of a lin

guistic move has misled to thinking that manufacturing of a linguistic piece 

according to semantic and syntactic rules and conventions is a matter of skill 

only. But this cannot be so, simply because use of language is 'innovative'. 

The important point to ponder here is not whether there are precise or 

unprecise rules and conventions for generating expressions. No form of cre

ative activities are free. from rules and conventions, but the relevant issue is : 

how is the rules and other linguistic informations made use of in languaging or 

making a linuistic move? Does the style of utilization of the linguistic on gram

matical informations, the given linguistic ingredients, ideosyncratically differ 

from the style of utilization of the relevant ingredients in case of other forms of 

activities, paintings, singing, for instance, where the question of ownership 

seems to be legitimate? Were the application of the linguistic ingredients in 

manufacturing linguistic expression, even in normal cases, mechanical, explicit 

or enumerative in nature (just as in assembling aradio set by following aprinted 
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circuit), languaging would be merely a matter of skill. A language could be 
mastered independent of suitable linguistic environments. In that case alone 
the logic of 'choosing', 'walking' ...and 'saying' would be completely different, 

for choosing can never be just a matter of skill. But the very relationship be

tween a linguistic move and rules etc. are far from being precise. (see ft. 16)'. 

Wittgenstein in himself believes that there cannot be rules for rule following. It 

is extremely difficult to decide if a casual, constitutive or mere regulative 

relation subsists between the rule and the move. Far less the utilization of the 

rules under normal conditions can be mechanical, explicit or stereotyped. This 

can be clear from the compositional nature of language. Indefinite number of 

new sentences can be created in any language through composition. Thus no
body till now perhaps has confronted with the sentence: 

The Bengalis are less prone to heart 

attack, because they are used to fish 

But it is produced now and it can also be recognised as belonging to 

the class of sentence, and also understood. The sentence is just now instantly 

produced, but I am not aware what rules I have precisely followed to manufac
ture it, although surely the sentence confirm to definite syntactic and semantic 
rules of English language, and also some general rules of English language, 

and also some general rules of consistency, compatibility, elegance. parsimony... 
(there is no end of itl). Similarly, given these vocabulary of the English lan

guage : 'the', 'of, 'natural', 'red', 'water', 'not', any reader can compose all the 

following sentences : 

Water is red.
 

The natural colour of water is not red.
 
Is water red ?
 

Is not the natural colour red ?
 

Water is not red.
 

The reader also can correctly guess if some more sentences can be manufac

tured from the given vocabulary. But he needs not be aware of what particular 

rule or purely linguistic information causing, guiding or regulating him to this 

end. In the situation of 'languaging' far less can we be aware of 'rules' explic
itly. This very absence of any awareness about any rule compelling us to chose 

some particular words, their order is linguistic freedom. What else linguistic 
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freedom or even freedom as could mean? 

Not to speak of a particular rule or usage, it is not even possible to 

pinpoint what exactly impels one to select a particular phrase, words among 
the innumerable possibilities. The selection of a particular work or a phrase 

(e.g., the phrase 'morning innocence' in 'my views at that time had a kind of 

morning innocence' (Russell) is not diametrically opposite to an artist's choice 

of a particular shade of colour. 

The important point is that rules, convention, usage are not explicitly 

there in our consciousness while we are involved in an ingenuous use of lan
guage perhaps only when involved with ingenuous use oflanguage. Chomsky's 

distinction between 'competence and performance"? if valid can lend further 

support to this crucial point about non-mechanical utilizability of rules ... 
Chomsky makes the distinction between 'what one knows' (about the rules of 

sentence-formation) and 'how one uses this knowledge' in concrete linguistic 

activities'. A native speaker of a language or an user of a language which is 

wedded to his life must have internalized certain rules which only implicity 

'guide' him to produce innumerablenew sentences according to his felt needs, 

and specific urges. What is also interesting to note is that abstract knowledge 

of sentence formation rules need not match a native speaker's actual perfor

mance . That is to say, we generate large number of sentences which are only 

averagely acceptable according to the strict principle of linguistic rules and 

convention. There is thus never fun conformity ofa linguistic piece to conven

tion. But there is no trouble in doing things with language either. This once 

again points to the reality oflinguisticfreedom which is essential if'languaging' 

is to be possible. It is perhaps easier to understand how linguistic freedom 

which is essential if'languaging' is to be possible. It is perhaps easier to under
stand how linguistic freedom is compatible with linguistic rules or linguistic 
necessity than to understand compability between necessty and freedom in 

general which has plagued philosophers. To cite a simple case ofcompatibil
ity between linguistic freedom and linguistic necessity : 

'In order to pronounce the letter "T" it is necessary to keep the tongue 

in a certain position behind the teeth, move it at certain speed, and at a certain 

directions, keep the pressure ofthe air from the lungs at a certain level ...' We 

do not undergo any ofthese physical constraints deliberately. 
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But linguistic freedom is possible even within the scheme ofa conven

tionallanguage only when performance or 'languaging' dominates over com

petence . And of course, such a situation becomes possible when language is 

wedded to life. This also helps us to understand how it is that everyone, a lin

guistic genius or a lay man alike, has a language of his own, or why it is that 

even an illiterate can 'language' as he can smile of his own. Kabir's creative 

use of language can hardly be doubted. 

Another objection can be raised at this point. The possibility ofowner

ship presupposes the possibility non-ownership. If! can be an owner ofa smile, 

I can also be non-owner ofa (forced) smile although originating from me. Can 

we similarly imagine that in spite of being the originator of a linguistic move 

uttering a sentence, for instance, I might be a non-owner of it ? The issue here 

is in our terminology, when there is no languaging in spite ofuse oflanguage 

(see Tagor's remarks on p.IS) ? The prompt answer is: cases where 'compe

tence aspects ofuse oflanguage tends to dominate over the performance as
pects. The urge to say something, imagine or to think is overshadowed by the 

search for the rules, conventions... The use of a language tends to become 

'ritualistic', 'stereotyped', 'artificial'. This often happens, when particu lar sen

tences patterns: '...not only ...but also ...', 'with reference to ..., ...beg to ...', 'in 

spite of the ...'etc. etc. haunt our mind before there is a genuine urge to say 

something. Taking a clue from Ryle we can say, 'it is a situation where one is 

more a grammarian, a compositor ... than a writer or a speaker'. Or this hap

pens when there is more propensity to use readymade expressions like 'weather 

is fine', 'how do you do', ...Here, as if, the urge to compose has almost come to 

a hault. With a bit ofexaggeration such uses of language can be compared with 

'grrrrrrrrr' of a lion, 'mew' of a cat ... these also may serve some purposes. But 

as Tagore says 'only to meet certain needs'. Sentences which are produced only 

because, or primarily because ofthe influences of'familarity, with particular 

sentence patterns, because ofskill with some definite patterns and so on, are 

not the sentences which we can genuinely own. This is exactly the case where 

use of a language has tum into a matter of imitation and skill. No longer lin

guistic sensitivity, style have their due roles in the compositions of expres
sions. 

That reference to such a situation of competence getting dominance' 

over performance is not far fetched is proved by the fact that people often 
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grumble that 'words get worn out by their too frequent uses', 'a newspaper has 
become too cliche ridden'. There are different devices to remedy the diminish

ing efficacy of words : by uses of more idiomatic expressions, having resort to 

digression, metaphorical uses ofwords ... Or as s<?me great thinkers have advo

cated , "to merge in silence". The composition oflinguistic expressions in the 

right spirit is surely the most general and easy device. We can send a greeting 

by selecting the sentence No. 16 of the Indian post and Telegraph Department 

:"May God showers the choicest blessing on the newly married couple". The 

same greeting would have different effect when it is self-composed: "I sin

cerely wish that you who are just married receive from God his choicest bless

ing". Its freshness is due to its being composed. Of course, it is not to be 
denied that appropriate use of token-expression - say word, phrases or sen

tences, which are very familiar, but used appropriately according to the con

text can be a genuine sign of creativity. Otherwise we cannot attribute creative 

use of language to a lay man. Such a use can be also intended, does not just 

happen and there would be languaging. For instance, the utterance of 'the sun 

is rising' in the cold and foggy morning in Shillong may be creative and in

tended when the utterance is not just because ofacquintance with the sentence. 

Moreover, words are not generally coined, they have to be selected. The selec

tive process of words, phrases can be intended, and sometimes v.ery imagina

tively: e.g., 'bride's key-cold hand', 'the face of the house', 'green jealously' ... 

There is no bar in such cases of uses by selection of already available words, 

sentences..., for performance to predominate over competence. Supposing that 

we can decide about one dominating over the other, here is not the grammati

cal knowledge or various kinds ofpure linguistic informations that are causing 

one to use the set expressions. Such linguistic information may be just some 

factors. Much stretch of imagination, sense of elegance coupled with keen 
awareness of the context (language being wedding to life) may be the main 

factors. Surely the use of "key-cold" in tropical countries to describe the cold

ness of'certain kind' is artificial, a case ofcompetence dominating overperfor

mance. In such a case it is primarily certain purely linguistic information about 

'key-cold, that it is phrase in English language, it stands for 'certain type of 

frigid coldness', and so on influence us to use it. In other words, in being owner 

ofa sentence linguistic factors as well as many non-linguistic or semi-linguis

tic factors act responsible. 

M 0 R A L ( I have thought of this paper with the belief that philosophy can 

bring in some change.) 
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What said above with an effort may be trivial: 'we own that language 
which we are capable of operating ingenously and creatively'. Operating with 
one's own language is not simply a matter ofskill,for one can be responsible 

for languaging , what is true of a moral action also. It is perhaps unfortunate 

that it is not a trivial truth with everybody. Again, language is ofa 'bewitching' 

nature" it not only affords us to think, surmise, hypothesise ... of our own by 

allowing us to 'language', it can entice us because of so many reasons, ego as a 

labour saving device, to make degenerated use of it, to use it artificially by way 

of borrowing, cramming, copying. Language is perhaps the only bank where 

borrowing can easily remain undetected! But even such degenerated uses of 

language, what is actually frightening, can create an illusion ofthinking, imag

ining ofour own, or as if we are the owners ofthe sentences produced in that 

fashion. In Tagore's word: 
9. We imitate, look for a precedence; and what we pass for independent 

thinking is but an echo ofsomething learned by cramming somewhere." 

We have pointed out that distinct sign ofartificial uses of language can 

be found in the cases where 'Competence' (knowledge of rules, conventions 

etc.) gets an upper hand over 'performance I (doing things with language) i.e., . , 

cases where there is no languaging. The degenerated uses oflanguage is almost 

inevitable where the imperative to use a particular language and the linguistic 

environment conducive to its ingenuous uses are not co-existing, i.e., the use 

ofthe language is not weddedto life-style. Many ofus are driven to this situation. 

And this explains Tagore's harping on this 'trivial truth' (nearly sixty years 

ago). 
10. Nothing is familiar (the syntax, the morphology, the texture of the 

language we are compelled to use) from the beginning to the end and 

as a consequence, we have to start cramming, as it were, before we are 
born. 19 

Tagore had also to serve repeated warning against the obvious 

pernicious effect this situation would have on our intellectual and moral growth: 

11. We shall collect, but this would not bring accomplishment to our 

language, we shall reflect, but our reflection shall remain outside our 

language, our mind shall be growing with years, but our language shall 

remain ever retarded .2 

But our perspective is not yet clear. This is evident from our average 

wisdom about 'language that we can own', for instance, in our tendency 
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to equate our own language with our professional or technical language with 

which we have effected some sort of a compromise, or where 'competence' 

rules over 'performance'. This is also evident, for instance, from a Bengali's 

sense of indifference in not being able to draft an official letter in Bengali, 
although he might be capable ofindulging in gossip, jokes, giving a bit ofhis 

mind are only in Bengali. This is only because in gossiping creative use of 

language is indispensable and not in issuing an official letter . 

It is also to be noted here that 'one's own language' is not necessarily 

identifiable with one's own mother tongue orwith the language ofthe community 

to which one belongs. Tagore of course tends to look at one's own language in 

the light of one's mother tongue. But this is only because usually one's mother 

tongue is wedded to one's life-style. But given the suitable linguistic 
environments any language may be one's own. But of course, any linguistic 

environment cannot be given at wish!! This must be clear from our discussion. 

The concept of 'one's own language' can be thus defined independent of the 

concept of'mother tongue'. Moreover, Speaking in the objective perlance of 

'one's own language' is realistic and safe. This would help us to avoid 

unnecessary parochial overtones, and to get into the genuine issue i.e.,objectively 

claim kindred with a particular language among a host with which we generally 

may be acquainted. Any language one is able to manage to 'meet certain needs' 

- lectures, write an application, serve tender notice, is not necessarily a 

language ofhis own (ifcompetence dominates over performance). But everyone 

has a language of his own, as everyone has a life of his own. But whereas 

generally there is no chance of wrong identification of one's own life with the 

other's, in the case of language there is. We are often tempted to claim kindred 

with a well-to-do family so also we are tempted to calim a particular language 

as our own from some pragmatic considerations. And our claim is often 

illegitimate and detrimental to the development of''man' in us. Tagore was the 

only person in this time to have declared a crusade against this tendency. Tagore 

could visualise that there is no alternative to linguistic pluralism under the 

circumstances - till the world is one society, and decried what we may call 

'linguistic imperialism'. 

12. No doubt, the proper arrangement be made to run the state's' 
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administration, ...but only one giagantic state's lamp can be kept burning 
at the gateway, but to keep upwith the uninterrupted supply of its oil, 
should the lamp in every house be put out? Let us take the case of 

Europe. The language there varies from the country to country, but the 

cultural unity pervades whole ofthe continent ...The flow ofcontribution 

from the different streams of language enriched Europe to enable it 

conquer the heart of the world. Likewise, we should have not two minds 

in our effort to enrich all the different languages ofIndia... 

We shall hope for the 'great event' to take place in our country not 

through the process of amalgamation of all the languages but by letting each 

bloom into its unique manifestation." 
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6. To meet this objection I can do no more than recommend a closer study of 

Tagore's utterances about language in relation to man, scattered perhaps in 

various forms of his writings. Only some are explicitly mentioned here. 

7. This distinction is warranted by various kinds ofdistinctions now have become 

famous, like 'language and speech', 'Use and Meaning' (See 'use, Usage and 

Meaning' by G. Ryle). See also most interesting remark ofSusanne K.Langer: 
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"This basic need which is certainly obvious in man, is the basic need of 

symbolization. This symbol-making function is man's primary activities 

like eating, looking or moving about" . 

8. 'Sahityer Pathe' in Ibid., VL.XIV, p. 378. 

9. Bangia Bhas.ar Parichay, Ibid., VL. XIV, p. 55. 

10. See,	 The Labyrinth of Language, by Max black, specially the Chapter, 

'Thought and Language'. 

11. Speaking about linguistic style Hazlit remarks: "To write in a genuine 
familiar or truly English Style is to write as anyone would speak in common 
conversasion ..." See also 'philosophy of Language' by Flew., A.G.N. in 

Philosophy and Linguistic. P. 30. 

12. 'Siksar Her Pher, Ibid., VOL. XI, p. 445.
• 

13. According to Kant and	 an action which is done under the maxim of 

categorical imperative is also ~one 'in the conception ofthe law', not being 

determined by the law. And hence we can say that an action (moral) also 

can be an ingenuous in spite of being governed by a law. 

14. See Searle's remark about Grice's emphasis on 'intention' as a factor in 

communication in 'What is a speech Act?" in The Philosophy ofLanguage 

Ed. by Searle, p. 45. 

15. See 'Use, Usage and Meaning' by Ryle. G, in The Theory ofMeaning, Ed. 

by Parkinson. p. 113. 

16. This is because as Chomsky points out in his Language and Mind, P.I 0, : 

"The normal use of language is innovative, in the sense that much ofwhat 
we say in the course ofnormal use is entirely new, not a repetion ofanything 
that we have heard before." 

17. See Noam Chomsky by Lyons, John. 
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118. See 'Sikshs', ibid., VOL.XI, P. 557. 

19. See 'Siksar her pher' in ibid, VOL. XI. P .645. 

20. 'Sik~ar vahan', ibid 

21. Bang/a Bh~ar Parichay, ibid, VOL. XIV, pASS-56. 
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THE KATHAPONISAD ON POWER AND FREEDOM . . 
BUAYANANDA KAR 

The Upanisads form an important part of the Vedas. Those are consid

ered to be not only great Hindu theological scripture but those are also viewed 

containing or revealing significant expressions of philosophical reflection, ar

tistic symbolism, poetic charm and mystical ecstasy. Researchers read differ

ent meanings and that shows the rich manifold character of the Upanisadic 

texts. 

Here, in the present discussion, I propose to briefly discuss the issues 

concerning power and freedom at the background of the KfJthopani§ad,one of 

the principal Upanisads. It offers Ktma-vidya/Jmna as sr.eya~ through the an

ecdote of Yama and Naciketa. Usually the Atma/Jft~ is held as self-knowl

edge which is considered as the most preferable and Yama has imparted this 

knowledge, which is the best knowledge, to Naciketa finding him to be the 

most suitable. Atma-j1JAna is not vrtti-j1lAna or the mode-dependent knowledge 
which is the common ordinary Knowledge of the empirical variety. This is 

most uncommon and immediate (aparoksa) and is treated as direct realisation 

(saJc.tat pratui). In view of its being non-empirical, scholars, have interpreted it 

as other-wordly, transcendental and because it concerns with one's own imme

diate realisation (1tm8ll!JbhiJIi), it is treated to be subjective and, on the basis of 

its uncommon character, it is held to be purely mystical. 

Now, if this rendering is accepted then there seems to be little scope 

for the introduction of power and freedom of the empirical concern so far as 

the Upanisadic frame ofreference is taken into account.lfthe Upanisadic talk 

of self-knowledge amounts to the attainment of moksa or absolute emancipa

tion then obviously that concept is of no relevance at the ordinary empirical 

plane where the sense of freedom is context-bound and is far from any tran

scendental notion of absolute unconditionality. 
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Power whose nearest Sanskrit equivalent is sakti connotes something 

of both physical and psychic origin. Power and energy are close and may be 

treated as logical neighbours. Freedom generally stands for independence. In 

the empirical plane, freedom is mostly used in the human context, though at 

times it is extended to non-human beings also. Whether man or animal, the 
necessity of freedom is expected for smooth living. Whenever there is some 

external check or control, freedom is curtailed and power also gradually be

comes weak and inoperative. In the socio-empiric plane man, therefore, strives 

to attain power and strength; it is also the case that he seeks to retain freedom 

as far as possible. It is the sense offreedom that gives boosting to the growth of 

carefree living with confidence. It accelerates growth and development both in 

case of individual and also of group. 

Power means strength. Ifthere is loss ofpower, there is-loss ofstrength 

and consequently there is adverse effect on healthy living. If freedom is ob

structed both in the physical and mental front, then that leads to the decrease of 
power and strength. On account of this man has the natural tendency to retain 

power and freedom as much as possible. Whether it is individual or it is par

ticular society, nation or state, in all such context there is found to be the yearn

ing for power and freedom in some sense or the other. And this is not some

thing unusual. Of course, too much craving for power and hankering after ab

solute freedom is neither practically cogent nor morally preferable. Lust for 
power leads to corruption and that can neither bring happiness at the individual 

nor in the social plane. The so called pleasure or happiness derived out of the 

enforcement of power is only temporary and is not of lasting value. So also 

complete and uncontrolled freedom gives rise to indiscipline and arrogance at 

the individual sector. Even at the social sphere it leads to some kind ofempty 

vanity and superiority complex. Consequent thereupon, aggressive form ofsocial 

groupism is formed which too is not preferable. To put in other words both 
power and freedom are required at the human level, but, at the same time, it is 

to be marked that a proper balance is to be retained for the exercise of power 

and attainment of freedom as well. This balancing factor is both practically 
operative and morally acceptable. 

It is keeping this point in mind, let us probe into the basic issue indi
cated in the Kathopanisad. It conveys its message through the anecdote. Yama 

being pleased with the noble and impecable personality ofNiciketa requested 
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him to ask for three boons of his own choice and consequentlyNaciketa asked 
for the first boon (1.1.10) which is quite significant from the point of view of 
the presentdiscussion. He did not ask for his permanent placement in heaven; 
nor did he like to get permanent hospitality and comfort from Yama in his 
abode.To put simply,he did not aspire for heavenlypleasant state of existence 
which has been imaginedwith highest esteem inreligiotheological source. He 
wantedto come backto the worldly planeof existence.That means the empiri
cal setting is not given up here but is rather very much accepted as the proper 
place to discharge one's own duties and responsibilities. Naciketa expected 

from Yama to bring peace and tranquility (santa-sarlJkalpap) in the mind of 

his father who was quite upset and had terrible tension. Naciketa was not so 
much concerned about himself but was more so for his father and others. It 
would beevident laterhowhemovedfurther in imparting the wisdom to people 
which he attained due to the third boon offered by Varna. 

The third boon whichwas askedfor byNaciketaandon whichthe gist
point of the Upanisad is almost centred around is found to be quite significant 
fromthe moralpoint of view. Heraisedthe question as to what happensto man 
imanusya) when itdies. Some say it exists and some say itdoes not (ayamasti, 
ayamnssti - I. 1.20). There is no mention about Atman in this context, though 

salSkara and other commentatorsrefer to Atman here and the whole discussion 
centres around what,is viewed as Atma-Jtuna . Of course, the term 'Atman' is 
also referred to in the Kathopanisad later. But the point that is to be noticed 
here is that the term 'Atman' in this-context, implies man (in a specific sense) 
whether his state of being continues after death or not. Now the fact of death is 
clear. Nobody would ever mean that a particular man continues in the same 
form and context after his death. It is a fact that the person who is identifiedas 

Rama (the son of Dasaratha, the husband of Sita etc.) is no more alive. He is 
surely dead and gone. It is futile to mean that the same historical RAIna still 
continues as Rama even if long since he is dead. So if one tries to bring the 
point that Rama,the psycho-physical being, the manof flesh and bloodcontin
ues to exist in some form or other as immortal , this is hardly convincing. 
Naciketa, it seemswas fully awareof this and so alsoYamawas convincedthat 
Naciketa's question was not directed towards eternal or immortalexistence of . 
some esoteric self and the Kathopanisad's ideal is not to establish the. .
 
immortality(a111rtatva) of the mystical being. 
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While Yarna explained the Atma -tattva to Naciketa (LII.l), he re
ferred to that issue through an important point of distinction between 
sreya': and preyal! (preferable and pleasurable respectively). It is said that 

those who seek pleasure (meaning here sensuous pleasure grounded on greed, 

attachment etc. can not have success in the long run. They do not attain peace 

but always undergo worries and tension. But on the contrary, those who are 

intelligent (dhrirsh), composed (sthirsh), balanced and judicious aim at prefer

able. They are not satisfied with the immediate pleasure. It is not pleasure but 

enduring peace that is their goal, that is why they always try to keep balance by 

way of self-restraint (sarrlyama) without causing harm to others. This is mor

ally significant. Yama's reference to sreyah and preyah obviously has empiri. . 
cal relevance. It is in the empirical plane of existence where either man is 

driven by the tendency ofsensual pleasure or he as radical puritan has given up 

everythings and has taken recourse to pure asceticism being completely indif

ferent and negligent of his obligations and duties. To opt for sreya~1 does not, 

of course, imply that one should become callous towards social obligations. 

One should not develop an escapist attitude being unreasonably enticed by 

one's so called self-fulfilment or egoistic freedom. That is never advocated in 

. the Upanisadic tradition. Rather, on the other-hand, there is the perpetual em

phasis laid upon the dismissal of the egoistic supremacy and there is the clear 

direction for maintaining a balance between the egoistic and the altruistic ten

dencies that beset the egoistic human personality. In this context, it seems that 

samyama is a crucial concept indicated in the Upanisad and later on well 

emphasised in the Indian tradition. Any radical move either for gross hedonis

tic sensualism at one end or moving for complete puritanic orthodoxy at the 

other end is found to have been never approved. Here Srt Aurobindo's cautious 

remark "the materialistic denial and the refusal of the ascetic" deserves due 

consideration. It seems to be in tune with the general tradition approved and 

adopted in the Upanisadic trend. 

Naciketa is found by Yama as one well-balanced personality who is 

cool and composed. He is neither allured by gross sensualism nor by any vi

sionary empty idealism. He is a man of sound intelligence (sama buddhi) who 

can well discriminate between virtue and vice, good and evil, noble and ig

noble and that is why Yam a has considered him as fit for Amia-jmna.i.e., at

tainment of amratattva which is nothing other than the attainment of sreyah.. . 
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In other words, Atma-jnsna, seems to be neither for the realisation of any eso

teric mystical self ofpure individuation nor for the realisation ofany transcen

dental all pervasive highest self as pure existent. Such type of speculative sur

mises seem to be the product obscure picture-thinking. It is the man who by 

way of proper concentration (ssdhansi and sincere effort can rise in the valu

ational path and can well discriminate between good and bad by way of incul

cating the balanced reflection (sarna cintana). he is thus dlzIra~ and not manda~. 

It is true that morals are not the product of sense perception. Ought 

cannot be derived from is. But that does not mean that morals can never have 

any application on the empirical living and for that an ideal non-empirical 

visionary setting has to be sought for. At least the Kathopanisadic framework 

seems to have left no scope for such a transcendental footing of moral virtues. 

sreyalt must have to be pursued in the socio-empiric setting and one is to 

thrive for its realisation in this plane ofexistence. That is why the Kothopanisad 

is absolutely unambiguous in declaring that the mortal becomes immortal 

when all desires of temptation (Ksmah) fall (II.iii.l4). Brahman or the attain

ment of the immortality is never construed as something transempirical ortran

scendental but is to be realised here and now (atra) provided one moves prop

erly in this path of value . The whole Upanisadic message, thus, is laukika and 

never psralaukika. It has a distinct ethical tone of socio-empiric concern. It 

seems to have no leaning for any transcendental divine state ofobscurant bliss. 

The Upanisadic saying seems to have a deep and profound human significance. 

Naciketa has been duly chosen and picked up by Yama as a representative of 

human race who is set as an illustrious figure and to whom others can emulate 

for the purpose of moral excellence that is not circumscribed by any narrow 

consideration of localisation or communalisation but that which is universal 

and all pervasive (sarve bhavantu sukhinah etc.) Amrtattva thus does not mean 

esoteric form of existence of the individual, Rama but, the human nobility 

which remains as illustration even after his end. To put in a different language, 

man dies but humanity does not. 

Now a point may be raised as to what is the importance and the rel

evancy of this universal value consciousness with regard to power and free

dom both at the individual and the group level. Clarification on this point seems 

to be not so difficult. Power can be best implemented as well as utilised if the 

objective or the goal is well determind. If the goal is ill-motivated and valu

ationally ofa degraded type then there would surely beimproper application of 
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power resulting therein psychological worries and anxieties, causing thereby 

physical disorders too. Both physical and psychic powers need some moral 
grinding so that those become well regulated and thoughtfully balanced. One 

well plan and programme is expected to be fruitfuI.Similarly the expectation 

of power if is backed by proper moral sense of character and integrity then it is 

very much likely to be productive and it would contribute to peace and happi

ness. Calmness of mind and purity of purpose temper the flow of power and 

never tamper it. 

Such moral sense ofequanimity which is well grounded on the basis of 

.sreYailcan never by-pass the significance offreedom. A free individual cannot 

be mentally upset and troubled. His sense of freedom is not meant to be his 

being alone free at the cost of others. That is not real freedom. He must be 

aspiring for freedom not in lieu of others but along with others. This is beauti

fully expressed by Sri Aurobindo in another context. According to him, true 

spritualism (i.e., Atma-bodha in the Upanjsadic sense) teaches us that we are 
not only ourselves but all others" (Human Cycle). Such nnotion of freedom 
again is not visionary but has deep human significance at the empiric setting. 
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PRACTICAL VEDANTA
 

NIRODBARANCHAKRABORTY
 

Practical Vedanta is associated with the name ofSwami Vivekananda. 

He observes: 'theory is very good indeed, but how are we to carry it in prac

tice? The Vedanta, therefore, as a religion must be intensely practical, we must 

be able to carry it our in every part ofour lives. And not only this, the fictitious 

differentiation between religion and the life of the world must vanish, for the 

Vedanta teaches oneness - one life throughout ?'2 

At least four points have been made in this passage.(1) Theory is very 

good but without practice it is incomplete.(2) Practical Vedanta is a religion 

based on Vedanta philosophy.(3) Practical Vedanta is related to every part of 

our lives. (4) Vedanta (Advaita) teaches oneness and consequently the differ

entiation between religion and the life of the world is unjustified. 

Sister Nivedita in the Introduction to the Complete Works ofher Guru 

states: 'No distinction, hereforth, between sacred and secular. To labour is to 

pray. To conquer is to renounce. Life is itselfreligion. To have and to hold is as 

stem a trust as to quit and to avoid.' She added that none was alien or foreign to 

her Guru. 'For him, there existed only Humanity and Truth.') 

Practical Vedanta does not reject anything as alien or false. Truth is its 

ideal and it admits no barrier ofcaste, creed and country. It speaks in terms of 

humanity and not for any root in particular. 

Practical Vedanta is a universal religion. A practical Vedantin holds 

that Religion is one as Truth is one and the extant religions are the manifesta

tions of this Religion with Capital 'R'. 

Vedanta, we all know, has differentschools. All of them may be 
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brought under three heads-Dualism, Qualified monism and Non-duaiism. The 
first is associated with the name ofMadhva, the second with Ramanuja and the 
last one with the name of Sarnkara. Madhva will consider the other two as 

false, Ramajuja will find the other two as unacceptable, whereas to Samkara 

non-dualism is ultimately true and the other two may be efficatious to some at 

different stages of spiritual development but their final falsity can never be 

denied. SWamiViveksnanda finds a hierarchy in them from dualism to non

dualism through qualified monism and considers none of them as false. We do 

not pass from falsity to truth, he holds, but we pass from lower truth to higher 

truth. Dvaita, Vishi.stadvaita and Advaita are but three phases or stages in a 

single development, of which the last named constitutes the goal. This is part 

and parcel of the still greater and more simple doctrine that many and the one 

are the same Reality, perceived by the mind at different times and in different 

attitudes. One is not exclusive ofthe many which is not divorced from the one. 

One is to be read in the many which should be taken as the manifestation ofthe 

one. This is the principle of 'Unity in Diversity'. This principle can well solve 

the different problems of the plurality of race, language, religion and states. 

The differences cannever be eliminated, these will exist forever' 'Variation', 

according to Swami Vivekananda, 'is the sign of life and it must be there'.' 
Only the one in the variety is not to be lost right of. The different citizens of 

India have differences ofcaste, creed, language, race and the like, still they are 

all Indians. Swami Abhedananda, the brother disciple of Swami Vivekananda, 

later on, accommodated all extant religions, dualistic, qualified non-dualistic 

and non-dualistic under one universal religion which is Vedanta.' 

A Practical Vedantin can well be a Hindu with the Hindus, a Moham

medan with the Mohammedans, a Christian with the christians and ofany other 

religion with its followers. Swarmjr says : 'I shall go to the mosque of the 

Mahammedan, I shall enter the Christians church and kneel before the cruci

fix; I shall enter the Buddhistic temple, where I shall take refuge in Buddha and 

in his law. 1 shall go into the forest and sit in mediatation with the Hindu, who 

is trying to see the light which enlightens the heart ofevery one. Not only shall 

I do all these but I shall keep my heart open for all that they may come in the 

future. Is God's book finished? or is it still a continuous revelation going on ? , 

It is a marvellous book - these spiritual revelations of the world. The Bible, 

the Vedas, the Koran, and all other sacred books are so many pages and an 

infinite number ofpages remain yet to be unfolded...Salutation to all the prophets 
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of the JlIIISil, to aU 1Dc grc:liEt ones of the present and to all thatare to come ill tile 
future." He adds: 'We want to lead mankind to the place when there is nci1Dcr 
the Vedas, DOTtheBible nor the Koran; yet this has to be done by harmonising 

the Vedas, the Bible and the Koran'. The implication perhaps is that Practical 

Vedanta has respect for all religious texts, faith in their harmony and yet goes 

beyond them in actual realisation of Truth. Authentic religion does not mean 

certain texts, it is essentially realisation, being and becoming. 

About authentic religion SwamDi observes : Each soul is potentially 

divine. The goal is to manifest this divinity within, by controlling nature, ex

ternal and internal. Do this either by work, or worship or psychic control or 

philosophy - by one or more, or all of these and be free. This is the whole of 

religion. Doctrines or dogmas or rituals, or books, or temples, or forms, are but 

secondary details'. 

Six points are to be noted here. First, each soul is potentially divine. 

Secondly, the goal of humu life is to manifest this divinity. Thirdly, religion 

is the manifestation of divimty already in man. This is a new definition of 

religion. Fourthly, doctrines or dogmas or rituals OT booksor temples or forms 

do not constitute the esseace of religion. These are only secondary details. 

Fifthly, realisation is possible in various ways and aU these are equally effica

cious. Sixthly, the syndm:csis of Yogas - In.ana, Karma, Bhakti and RAja is 

possible. Previously we heard of Jfi3Jla-K.arrna-samnccayaor Combination of 

knowledge and work.. B.mt SWimIji widened the scope of combination and 

synthesised all theYCgIS. 

SwamijT chalked out a new sa.dhani for the realisation ofthedivinity of 

man which is service. to man as service to God (Nara-Narayana-Seva), This is 

rooted in the Upanisadic text-'Tattvamasi' understood in the light ofthe teach

ings of Sri Ramakrishna. One day he was talking about the three main disci

plines followed by the Vaisnavas, viz. kindness to creatures, love for the Lord's 

name and respect for the devotees ofGod. He did not like the idea ofkindness, 

as a finite man, according to him, cannot show kindness to another man. A man 

can only be served as God. 

Although many heard this, only Swami Vivekananda (then 

Narendnmath) grasped the underlying idea and in later life be gave ita practi



cal shape and propagated the idea ofPractical Vedanta. 

IfGod can be worshipped in images made of clay or metal, He can be 

worshipped in human form also. This is a new' gospel propagated by Sri 

Ramakrishna and Vivekananda. One who serves men as God removes human 

sufferings and hence does good to the society and in doing so he becomes free. 
This sadhana ofNaranarayana seva is different from the ordinary humanitarian 

service which is generally inspired by mercy and compassion. In such a case a 

dualism between sevya and sevaka or the served and the server, is unavoid

able. Moreover, those who serve in this way place themselves on a higher 

footing as they give and the others receive. But in Swamtjt's concept of 

Naranarayana seva there is identity between sevya and sevaka as to both of 

them are potentially divine. When one man serves another, really he serves 

himself, because essentia11y and ultimately all are one. 

Naranarayanaseva is not even identical with ordinary Karmayoga. In 
Karmayoga there is dualism between Karmr (the doer) and Karma (the deed). 

But here in Naranarayana seva nara, narayana and seva represent essential di

vinity or spirituality. Here God worships God, as according to the Shastras, we 

are to worship siva by being siva, (sivarn bhutva.Sivam Yajet). 

Naranarayanaseva is anew spiritual discipline which synthesizesjnana, 
raja, yoga, bhakti and karma. In this ssdhana man has to conceive ofGod as the 

selfwith in to be attached to him through bhaktiyoga with whole hearted devo

tion and through karmayoga serve him with disinterested, desireless actions. 

This Naranarayana seva takes the whole man - his hand, heart and head 

and so it becomes a worship of the whole being. Moreover, this Naranarayana 

seva doctrine assigns to man the highest honour, as man himself is God there. 
Human dignity lies in divinity. 

Swarmjt has shown that Advaita which is the basis ofPractical Vedanta 

is harmonions with modern science and aceptable to a critical modern mind.' 
In this new religion, SWiimljI says, theism is belief in one's own self and athe

ism is disbelief in him. So this religion brings self-confidence and fearlessness. 

Swarrujtexplains morality in terms ofAdvaita. Every religion preaches 
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that the essence of morality is to do good to others. The Biblical inunction 

'treat the neighbour as thyself is intelligible if we accept the Advaita conten

tion that there is essential oneness. Advaitajustifies the concepts of'One World' 

and 'One Humanity'. 

Practical Vedanta as a religion stands for religion of man, values of 

life, universal love and eternal Truth. It (Practical Vedanta) is opposed to any 

form of privilege for anyone. Swamrjr observes: 'The idea ofprivilege is the 

bave of human life ...there is first the brutal idea of privilege, that of strong 

over the weak. There is the privilege ofwealth. If a man has more money than 

another, he wants a little privilege over those who have less. There is still 

subtler and more powerful privilege of intellect; because one man knows more 

than others, he claims more privilege. And the last of all, and the worst, be

cause the most tyrannical, is the priviledge of spirituality. If some persons 

think that they know more of spirituality ofGod, they claim of superior privi

lege than over everyone else ... None can be Vedantists and admit ofpriviledge 

to anyone, either mental, physical or spiritual; absolutely no privilege for any

one. The same power is in every man, the one manifesting more, the other less; 

the same potentiality is in everyone. Where is the claim to privilege'" Vedanta, 

thus, paves the ground for true democracy and socialism. Swamtj; frees Vedanta 

from its traditional limitation and opens its doors to all and presents it as uni

versal philosophy and religion with a universal appeal. Thus, Vedanta which 

was confined to the forest and cave, came out to work at bar and the bench, in 

the pulpit and in the cottage ofa poor man, with the fishermen that are catching ~ 

fish and with the students that are studying.in various disciplines? 

Practical Vedanta has nothing to do with politics and any political gain. 

It has a social bearing as it can bring about social change through the change of 

the character of the individuals living in the society. Its ultimate aim is the 

realisation of one's essential divinity and universal oneness. 
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~~ lPfG1, ~9f\3!f, ~~, 'l1'1, ~ 'S ~9flf!!Tift ~~m ~ 

~ fifC{l~'Ci1"'l ~4~ I ~~ ~~~ \5I1lIlCIffi 1lT, ~~~ (~ 

~: ~~~: ~~/ ~ / ~~), \5I1~ltif?-l ~ey~~(~OPI1\5~t~1lT 

~'l!lI\5~'!, - ~~/~/Il!l~) I 'ltffil'~~-mn~'il"'l" ('ltfT"'l"i!if~~

~ ~h / ~o ) I \5I1~ICIf~~ 'S~ \5I'Pl ~~CQlt4 9f1\Sm ~ ('l1 (.O{l~: !!T~~ 

- ~~/~/~~) 1~~~"l11r\Sl"'l'9fTQW1"~~~~~~~ 

\5I1~lClf~ ~(~"lffill>'Pl<ljl'$fJl~ 1lT~~ - ~~/~/~lr) I ~'4ffC"'l'~~~ 

~,4Tt"'l" ~ ~f.t, ~ ~ "l'far, ~ ~ ~ \5IlillCif~ !I\5J1~ (~_1I"tpr~ ~ 

-,~~~1lT- ~~/~/~lr)~~1I""'l"!!T$n11'01~4: ~4C~:-r~ 

etM1: ~ ..,t»lJ~I$fG*rJlI: I f~t~BI'~~~Vf<B~4,"f1T~~~: II (~~ 

~)I~~~,~~~Cl"l~~~'1J"l"ll'I~~ 

(~~/~/~); ~~'S~-~G1ICi1"'l~11l (cm9fT~~~~~~~-~:' 

~ "\) ~Cl'~~ ~.Wlt"4'Jl'S (\511<11'9f.ft ~ - ~ ~ - ~ -Il!l ~ ) mC4"'l""'lT "'IT"'lT ~cBJ~ 

"'IT"'lT i9M"C~~~~ (i9M~~ ~I:IT ~~ "'IT"'lT~~ ~lfC~ 

~~-~-8~) I ~~ J1Vlf ~~ ~~ ~~~\51~ ~ ~ ~ lI~'OI~C'!~ 

4f.t ~~ m ~ -~ ~~"I<f~~ "I<f~ !f~ I 

~:~~~9Rml'~11 
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~. ~!fT't 

~,~~~~~ 15l~~ICi11 ~~~ ~ ~. 

~~C\5t~~~ I ?:IICm~~~~~~~~>rCl)\b"'ll~ 

~~~ (9fM<l\1o:f:~; ~~®"'l1~1 ?:IIC~~~ ••. ) I i5lT~~,~, 

\S~~~, ~-J~"1C"'l~ m ~~ fif"1Jcl)\!)"'lm ("111f <f'tii1I!l'C~ @~ ~'iJ ~C'1 

~~ (~ rn<n c.m ClJT ~ ClJT ~~ ~ \5l\f<lC"1 11f/ ~ \S<f~ ClJT ~~ 

C'!'ffiT~~~ II C-JI5~~/~") I ~~\S H~~~t~~·~~~ 

I5l,*MC'ift~ !P'Wf"o:[ (~~ "1T~~ 'l'flf?f :>2fll)d!~c~ ~~ f0~\!)~ i~ ~~ 

:>f~"1~~~ ... mrnr'o:[Jf"'l'fJ~~ (~~ ~~ I ~'ff<ll~/1T/l1» I~

~~, m"1T~-~~, ~~~~~~~'iU@~ 

~ ~ @~~ ~~, \!)iC\!)'8 ~~ Jt~~ I S1'ift"1ilflf:l ~ \bR~ 

~-Jl)i"l11)f:l C1)\!)CO'lJi"l ~9f, ~ 1ifct'5'\''lT ~ i5lT~~ ~ ~ ~1fT<fJ~ ~~ ~'>f~ 

:>f~:>frn"-~f:l"I5l~~\b ~~\ :>jrn>IfI"'l"T'\5I"1T~~~SI'Jff, ~~""i"l~I~":l*i9f I 

~ 31t'if\<f'JC<tllf ~ Pt~"'ll{o:f ~ micro macro ~~ ~ ~ \!ll1~"'llf.4 ~q~ 

~~ >J:f.:lfilb\!) ~~ I ~~ ~\5J1O'lJlt~"1t~'f ~ : I ~ CCfiT . 

~~ <f'~ CXfl<ll ~~9fl'1J\5~ II (~• .,) I ~~~\b10'l11'\lC"'lJ~11~ :>j4~C\b~~~ 

l5C\b1o:f~~:~~1I (~.~) I 'i5lT9fo:[~.~'m~~~~-JCii11C<f'i"l' 

~ ~~ ~1fT CCfiT~? C~'f1~1iil C'IDl" I!l'Dr \5M~ ~~ 15l1~<f'JC~11f ~ ~ 

(15l~~IH~J"'1Vfl'W~~ - C~'f~1iil ~/ ~ /([; \5l1~ml5l~~IH.utll1)\bO'lI 

~ OlWQj'<lIC'fM~:>j,m~'q~-~ \5M) I ~~ 15l"~ ~~~ 

~ ~~F1T '8~~~~"1T~ ~Ifo:[ ~~~~,~~ 

~@~'ffi" ':>f!M~':>f~~, :>jC~C\b~ ~~ I5l"IfJi'~~mi"l ~~, ~ D ~ 

@~'>f f.l~ern~ ~CO'lI\:lIC"1~~~ ~~~~ I 

lIf\3~ ~ C\:l:tll9Tlf.'l ~ / C\b:tli~fSi ~~ 15l"'lltl"1' 

~'>f~-I5l"~.~/~/~ 

~ C'=':tl19T10l1, ~~ ~~ I 

-\5f~~/~/~/~; 

i5lT~,:>fif~ ~'t. ~\ ~:tl~\!)~l: I 

-15l"~~/~/~/([; 

~~ ~~~lj-)i"l >r1T "1T ~ I 
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~~~~ C<fI ~"'liSillll~ II 

i5[9(~~~\!l1( \5f~~ I
 

- i5[~ ':l/8/8) I
 

C1lI:l'tC\!l~~~~ 'lSll~t\l>\J !f~'~~~~"'lTC~~ 

~ 'lC'l1~~~~ (~I~l9Tlill) ~ <1iQJT C~ ~'{3~ I9T"'lJ ~~~ 

Ul~ !lCilII9TC"'l~ ~ I ~lfWtl(iC>\~ ~ - ~~ ~'Pf'1rr;·tiG~lCl>GC"'l\ ! 'WG 

Gll ~ ~ fW1l%~ ~ !f'llW \5f1V.1"~ ISlCl>\!iC"'l ~~ 9fAl1 ~JliCll("1lift{l 

~~~~m'{3mc~~~~~~'¢Ilic{l~~ 

~ 1~~vcr~~~'Pf"i:l'i5fCmIlTW~~~~~~~ 

~i5[9ffil~~~~~~~~~~C9fC\5~1 

~~~~~~~ )j~1£f41£1!3'1 I
 

~~ fii'llil~lf.it",,~~ \5~~~~~9f~ II
 

- ~~llf, ':l~/~~
 

~ xrcRi'iffif ~ ~~~T ~Tfij ~T ~ C'fI"'l", G"rn ~a{ ~rn ~ 

C~q"'l)j1lI~ ~ C'5C<l" Ul~ \!iIl1r~ ~Gm ~~'{3~ <1iQJT iSTC<l"'l" ~-~<l\TT 

~~ Im-~~~t3rn~~~ I_~~~~~ 

"1<lSfl'ii\E1 <1iT~ ~ ~ c\;c"'l" ~'{3 on' ~~'{3~ ~ Gm ~ ~~;:rn I "1~ii\gl 

~~~'{3 Ul~ m~~ I Gm ~~~ *?\T'{3m ~ "1~i>11~ ~ 

~ I KIfBlC<li>1I{l ~~ ~ 'iW1 ~~ ~~ ~~. I C~If<t>CC'\~ ~"'lT C"fT"'lT 

~ "l1~C'\1~ '1l'C"l ~-~~ ~~ GN m'{3~~Ul~ QR. f.l I )jCIfJliSillb Gll 

1l1"'l<l~"'lJtffi~~~~~~~m~~~~, 

. 9j~lltGl~ ~ ~ ~~ C~ C~:z~mBl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~IMIfIC)j~ ~<l"'lC1lI~'" tlR>~1 GN ~~~~~~~ . 
C'ft~ I ~ ~~'1 ~ ~ ~ Ul~ ts~-~~ 9fJf ~ ~~~ 

~~~ \5ffD1111l1~>\~C<l~ m~~<l"C>\"~ ~~~ 

~~~ (~~j\;~iif)l<ll~~rq~, ~~~Ul~a[\!)fCll"'l'~ 

~ (~~~ - \'S4~lq"'lSI/~~~~, ~ 1111l1i1>\~ ~/ S<2:) ~ ,'5 

\5fT9fO{ ~~~~~~~~~'1~m~~~ 
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;j ~ ';f ~~err lIfit"lC"!m1~~1.
 

~ ~~ 'il01?lf"11f4<lIfi': I
 

~9fIDIf~~~~o::m,~~~~~~ IC~~, 

j1fj<ll1(3Bl @ffCi5 ~, -mclf?l~ ~~If?l f.t$r ~ <11~Rs?l C"ICflf4~il'\ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ \'3~ (vrn<fi: ~1<ll~~I~:) I 

~~~~~~:~:~: I 

~~ ~\l3fit~"'lICIfCfl~<1'ijt: Cfll~C~I~~' II 

.~~'5If\;'81\5I~ ~Ifl?l"'1~ CGT~, ~m9fTC'"m~~~ 

~~ "''1 ~ <lJT~ I lJ:.C1f?l ~ fiiR'J\'3 ~~~ c8 elf6t<lllil 6N-~, 

~-<1'Cfi, ~-~~~-~I'1<llCqs ~ file\!> ~ mre I ~~ ?lTI!T ~ 'OOr~ 

m,~<ll~$~, ~ ~~~~~, ~'4fT<ffil~~'JfIffiIDr 

\5T~~~IC011<l1>11 C1IfC{l" ~'5I"1fi1<P'01 C~ I '5Ilt"1xf<l' '5I1~{l\!)I?l ~~

m-rm~~~-~'5I'e~'S1IrlT; ~~ ~~~I 

~91fflT F.Pf~~~~~~ <llQIT I <l1'1~~?l q>1,,~~k\!) 'Sil<ll~~f.l~~ CSlfC'f" 

~~m'O<ll'Pf@m~~~~ 1m'SiT~~~?l1\!)1~\!lm~ 

f.IDr ~ ~ ~ ~~ 'O<ll~m~ ~ ~ wear ()M I ~\M?ll~ ~~ 

~'Om'i3~'8\!l1P'IT~~~M~~~~~~1 

(~~~ ~~~?lt>~\!) ~ ~ -e ~ ~ ~ ~~~m~ 

~_) I ~9fTii'm~m~~~1 ~'tTIfC\5T<ll~~ I ~~, 

~-!MNm~, ~~, ~ ~ \5TC01"~, 'fCO'f 'fCO'f ~ -~~~ 

'5IT9fOl ~ m ~ QST<llT ~<llft ~ Cfc(;n ~~~ I 

~~~: ·f1t!Pl<lt~R'~~~: /~Cn~11eC<llln~: 

<t>f~: ~ 'f"5!fmT: /~ 1l~~: ~: 

Jf ~<r~: />141t:lf<{~il<P1~ ~~I~~Nl'Pf?l': II 

(9f\l3~ ~ / ~ ) 
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c~!~c~ <mif ~~ GIllT ~ I 

~~~~~!fflT II 

lI'!2/T~: ~: !l~C~"'ll~~filt>Ib: I 

ll'aT!WfT is'C<l"~ <'f'fCQf ~'iilC@:lI~: ~: II 

(9fqa~ ~/~~Q-~~~) 

\5(~~~ '51l'i, ~ \5(~ ~ ~9fTiIOf ~ ~ 'fill ~ 

9fli$3lnli5 C~ I "lfillf'C31~ "\1~0'\ICIb ~, ~ C~ ~ ;n limr ~~9ffoi 

~;n~; !i'l' ~1li1C~C>N3~!i'l'~m~>llei31'iSiBl~;nI ~!i'l' 

~~~~~~~ClI'Ib~~ I 

~~'1~~~,~~llT / 

~~~~~llT~1 

\5f1Vij<1': ~tl~>I$lC41 ~ ~~'J'f<f : I 

(~8/~) 

~1lIfIC31~~~~~f.pJ~~'lSillii<l31~m<PC\I<P"'\§~ 

~~~I~$lI~"ii1Ili1~'5fTfi.~~9P.Pr\5l1m(~~~l$liijllb~i(~ 

jt$'~~CIf ~)I ~ qsf"iIC~~ lI"CG ~~~~~~ ~ lIT, \5lm '5fTfi.9fIO'\T 

~ <l!!ql~<l ("~~ ~ ~ ~I Retl$lll~c~\!)C<l1 <Tt9M: ~:) I \5lm I.!l<li 

~ CIbT ~ !f"r-.'lTV 9fqa~ ~~ -~~ I.!l~ Ibm ~ W 'IS l51Ol.9l1f 

(~-mT~~~:11~1f4*J~/~~~:~mm~~5V:~~~ 

/Ft>~m:~qCGm9flf\~~~1 

e, )j·tcfhT'G~ Ci'llCfig 

"TmI ~ ~~ t;9fCIf"C"f ('i5/ofr~ ~ ~')jiil)jBl ~ f.WM) I.!l<l'~ 

<1'1<lJ"f<l~''il('!l41Jft1''1Cl'9f'ill~''{''1l)C"'1I!l~~~~~~9j~C<lC'''1l~~~I41 

~~~ 1~~~I!l~<liQJT~~;n I ~~lIT, '51l'i, 

~ ~, ~~~~,~~~~ 1.!li5t"C<l' ~ ~~: 

!lNl1i1\lf.l1(l~~~'<fCO'\~CIbT~~q;{~~~~ 

~'1II~~\Sli'lM~~~~ ,~,"I'f~'\!l<n~I!l~ 
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~l'iC~Ci:l i3l11~1® ~~JI4'ilcam<lSOJt~~~~ -~I!l~~~"l"1~ 
~t;~~~: ~!' ~~ ~~'6~ ~ ~ ~ (~ 
~~~fil) ! <mc~I5CV~ ~:qIti6IC'f~ ~~~~~<n~~1 

~ ~~~~, <mctRf~ ~ ~~~ )j~I01CIf~ ~~!I/~~ 

~~-

i5JTlffiI" m~~ ~~ (!j<l\$iC'f / ~~ ~~ <n~~~
 

~~/ \"511mf9plf1SlPf~'1101R,~1 ~ ~_~ II
 

~~'S(~~r>i" ~~ ~;jI~P14~~~'Pfcmrtrn~~~~ 

<£1~ ccn~ ~ <£1~ i5T<ffiT ~ >K81"iC'f~ ~9f\@ ~ I ~ P!TDr'6 ~~ ~~ 

~~~ ! ~~~~ C9jl<f'i~I<f'1$ ~ ~ <£1~ ~'f ~'Rl 

~'l~~<f'C\:l~0101 ~ (~fil,~~~~<f'10~C~I~ -~. ~o /'rr8) I ~ 

~'l~~ ~'83)j1::11~ ~~~~~ I ~ ~9fTi ~ I.!l~ ~~ 0ITiJ 

\s~'f (\s~~ ~~ QIT'~ ~~~ I '5l~~'<f'1~ ~ B O~) I ~~~ 

~ i5l1r'll ~ ~ ~~ C"1100lC01I ~ ! ~ C\5T m ;rr, "ie'S(~; 'iIT~ ORr, ~~ 

~,~~~~i'l~~~{;r<n~I.!l~~;r~ I~~/~~~/ 

~~) I ~f!rn~~~UPf~;ry, ~~~, '5l'fC~l'f'"i~~'8 

~;rr I5lB! (m ~ ~~ f!rn ~...m~ ~~ -~.~ 'if8!T~ ~Q[ <l'~ 11

~~ ~/~~~/~o) 1~1.!lC<l'~l>@\§I'Sf'1J~~~-~~~m'J.<l1Vf 

":f~ ~ <£1~ ~ 'ffi9ffir, ~~ \5rn ~ tn'PfC<f' "lC'S( ~I.!l~ 'l<l<:\fl<l(!j 

~ ;rr C<f';r ? (~~ ~: 'll'S(, CI51I1N>C~I()1 ~ I ':lf9f\§T ~i9i~tC0101 ~ ~ 

~~~ II) I ~~~~I.!l~~~ f.l""lT ~ (~wfcfc~ 

5M'Si10,\1 >j'l~~'l~ ~""R3~ t c<PM~ ~ i9i~ ~ II ~~ ~ / 

~~)I~'Pf~~~I.!l~~~'6Vs, ~<jaf1~- ~OO, ~~ 

~,~~-.nm~<WTT<roi~""lC'i{~~,~il\:l<f'4tJlIi'l~~?~'~ 
9f"f\ ~ ~ ~M,I{)j\~ I 4'VTJ<l, ~~'i{ ~,~~ ? ('Pf\1l3~ ~ I ~ 0 ~) 

~~~~~ w:~ eco-friendly ~9RT,~'1'1J0'11'1::l~ 'Pf~~~ 

/~, 'f~, cblblf.'lm'f, ~1>fMT~"1~>i'8lC01\:lIf,~~~'ll'1J~ 

(""J..'i, ~ <f'"f<l~ 1- \5l)l\:lC41:J:l ~8o'rr; ~'fl~ ~~jk"f4~1{l~~\H S I \5(1'SlI~l·b 

~'f ~~ ~ f.1Plfi¥c.,~ II - 'bI~~C<l'I'~~ ~tl1 ~ ~~ ~ ~; 

tn~~~1Ififc'f"1~m\b01IH S115fif~\!5llmm~ ~ - II ~,~) I ~ '8l1~IC~~ 

~~ ~~ ~\~~~ I el~I'fC~J ~~~ \b ~~ ~~tftOf~ II (~. 8/ 

~~ ~) I )j"~~Qf ~~;rr ~ C'f tr-fm ~~, ~~~ 'ijC\b ~;m I 
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~C~~~~ ~ (~/:»I ~~~i9M1i9fa1T~~'rn'~ 
~~ orco1 I ~~'rn' ~'it ~~ ~~ i§iiit~, ~mT llml, 9\Q! ~ 

<linl~ ~ <flID ~~ CKC'f 'it'1J ~ I ~~ ~ ~'iffo1~~~~ 
~ ~~\5l ~ (~~ ~M~ ~ ~~ ~tml'~ I ~~ ~ ~~Gr~ 

~~~~\~~ I ~9J~OjBlIWlT~DI-i5j~~/:» Il'@l:~~~ 

~'rn' ~~IS ~~ ~ (~/:» 1 ~~fijClll'lfJ ~ ~~~ J1~~'f ~~ i$f 

~~ J1~~ (~\~ ~D5JT ~\5If.l ~~ I - i5j~ ~/~) I ~~ 

~~~~~ t;~~ 1J'Sj<fOj" ~<linl9R9Dffi f.lm9\"lf~~~~ 
~ (~'it\ ~ ~'Sj<fOj"\ ~~;qC"fo1 ~ f.\C;q'"l~~ I i5j~ ::J../~) I <mtr, 

"t<q1'l", ~, Wraf, ;q~tii'1clfi'1~~ ~'1Ic<l"ll'C~i'1~ o:rng ~ <li~1S ~~ 

~(~/:» I~~~~~~~ I ~~f\1~liilBP'l~!IT~ (~~tllf\1"'l\ 

~~I-~~/~)I 

~~ IS ~ J1\~'f ~ >i1~1~4' >Kb~"'l~1 m ~~~ 

~~~~~~~I ~9fTaR, ~~~J1T, ~~'>lrn~ ~~ f4C"1~l:llc<t 

~'lfJ I~, ~~J1T~I5f'!lC<lIfJ4' ~1S~tr~~, ~,~ 

~,~, ~iil'O,~,~, ~." ~Ul~~~~C1fcaf 1~~J1\~. 
1"l1'I{{c4'f>j\~ i51\llf, ~"'!.ID'f ~b-:>~ i5j~, ~~ (~. UlCWM ~) ~. 
1"l1'I{{c4'f~ CQfC<li ~ cm'itIS~~~'>lrn ;n;n~~<lim ~ I ~~ 

~~ t;9\<qilf4Cilllf ~\Cllf M ~~~ ~~~, ~.~~~~ 

<pl C<l'ltlCiltiil ~ ~.~ \51f1~il ~-~ ~ C~ 'I ~~~ 

~'itC~~~~~~~C!f~~~~-IS~,~,~, 
~,~FJl, W'f,!f\5TO{ ~ 'fBt (~. :>/8~-8b-) I ~~, UlOON3 ~~, ~~ 

DT9\T ~\5'C'm~C'rn' !fi5Tc<t' (~~J1\~ I:l<;lC~JC\5 ~~~ ~~ I ~ :> / 8l\l i ~\ 

~~~~'6~'itI~fjCilli$fC~~~OO~1fel~~9fM 

'it'1J ~(~~'5R9~'fT\ ~~~ I~. :> :> /~8) 11Sl"'l,lfifc4', _ ~~ 

~~i'14';qlC>ji'1~ C~~~~~ '"Il314'lCiHlI (9ftI3~iit ~\., 

~ 11fel.~ / :>~~~ ~tt<t'l:l~~~ ~) I Ul~ ~ Ifl'lfii ~~ 

'it'1J~l!;9fDflrf~~~~~9fl:frn I (~9f">lm~iitlfllf<qT~~1 'i"1g:'f>j4~ 

~ ~~ ~~ II ~~ 1"l1'H.(C<{If)I, 

*l, 0ffirIf, ~, <lliSS;qCq>Ji'1 ~ ~~, C~mCil1Jiil i5j~~ C~ 

9\m§""'c;q"""1..-rOlJ""''"I4''Z'II55i'\~ own Ofl<l' IS ~9fmC~~ Ul~\~~~\~~~~ f4C"1~I:lIc<l. 

~'it fiml \5l1~IClfiil 914tC"1ltiOlI <flID ~ I ~ <iT~ 00 ~ 1Sl00Jl:ltc<t ~ i!!tQi((tll\5 

i5lilJfifC4' ~ oram ~~ <iTtr c<fctr ~~ <lim fct~ ~'f 'it'1J ~~dl~ 
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~ ~9ff~~, ~ttir ~~~'tl~ (~~~~~ 

~q ~~ I ~~ ~'i\~~lbl~l"'I \5f9fT~~ ~tlmi\ I ... ~~ II~. e. ~~", 
~~q) I~1\M<1q;Pi,~~, ~~t:IT~~'8 ~~~er~~~~ 

~~T'l ~ ~ 0f'8m ~ ~ ~~ ~.~ e:n I (01 ~lffi'$f<1T~~: 

~~~I~,~~9f~':l~C"4'C\!ll~~ II-~~/~Q~)I~~~ 

~'ii1~~'8 \5IT:-'f~~ ~ -~~~~~ \5frU ~~~~ 

~IC~ 0!T<r ~ f.T ~ I ~~ <l1'l1Ff ~ ~~Jlf~ C"4'W1'8 ~ I j)j~I1j>i'l1~ 

~ - "om ~ ~ ~~~ t;~ CifI\5 ~~'jfJ C<l"~ (~CD\ ~~~"iiI~Ci'l1 

<11~~)I~<r>~~~~~,<n~<nt:IT'icB1C<l'~~I~,~ 

(~Q/~b-) _ 

~~t:IT~:~~~1) I
 

~~~ ~~: :Jffi~ ~fJl<1\h"'1I~ II
 

~<n~~~~,~~\5lIC011b"'11 ~~~~~~~~ 

~~~9fTCi'l1~~ (~~ / ~~) '8~, ~~~til~1>fOl~ 1'1\5dii'l 
~~ ~rn \5lQ{ ~!l<1TC~ ~~ Cf'~ C~<llfl ~T'l '~~T, !f<1~!ffG<1~~;n, 

C>1~<1~11fl"11"'1' ~, 1Tl, ~ ~ ~ {;9f~ <1C01 ~'lJ ~ ('5"iiT~ 

'f@l~9f\W1T I) ~~ I~. ~~/~~) I~, \5T ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Cfrer I 

~, ~9f <1T er01,·jC{li'l ~ ~~NaiRl'er ~~ ~l[rl ( ••• ~er ... ~9f<1T~~ 

1) ~~ ~'l, ~ II ~. ~ ~ / ~~~) I ~ W;ffi ~ ~~ iSTC01 ~~ 

15I"11\:lIC<1 '\5TC<l'i ~~ 'f)QIT ~~ ~;r;{ I ~ ~,~ <lIUJ \5ft<mf ~ iST01I·BI'~ 

~~'1VTT~ <lIUJ ~ ~'8~>t'~>1If~ \5l~~ ~~9f'l~ tlflf ~ I (~~ 

~ ~ ~~1fOT <1T I ~ ~,~ 1fT9j1~'8~>11~>1'1I - ~. ~ / ~ q ~) I ~ ~ 

~~ (fil~~, !lQJ1T, ~ <1T'5I'f6, ~1f"1~i'l,I~, ~~, ~ <11f1f~, ~:~ II~. 

b-/~~~) 1151"'1I~C'f' ~i§Bf ~ ~ ~ ~ (ZlI~'<llC\5 ~~I\:lC't .•• f.l<fr>tn: 
~~~ II -~. ~ / ~ q 8) I~, ~<1TCiSTm~'l,~~~~~ ~4j>t..c~ 

~'8~>11~>1 ~~i'l~ <rafT l)(O'f (~~: ~er, 1?llffi<l~>1"'1I$$C01 I\51f'tcDI!ZIf ~If~ 

~'8~>11!0~ II) I 

~C<1'if~~~f.tr-t<r~~~~ I~,~~~ 
~lffR:;(~.Q/~Ob-) 1~~(~~o~'1.) ~<15fIG1'f'f<1?1~~~ 
I5lET ~91 ~~~ ~ ~ ~'8m ~ (~'ifWT D ~ 'if'tT <1'tI01<1I'ft 1» 

3m I!l~~~~~~\5m~ ~ \5I<MJ eilf.:lC{JC!'{il - ,r~ iifG 

"1G ~~ <m1 er-~~~~ ~; ~ 'lf5fT ~ I!l~ 1!l<J) ~ <rri'l ~ Cl>N 
~ \51<t'1CG1~ 1'lJ ~ I ~Q,f{) ~1~~~~ c<r>TQJN3 ~, «f)TQJN3 ~, 

c<r>TQJ1'8I$C1I!lI5~ ~0f~fcaPig~~(~9fQJ<1I®~~~ ~il'fJ~ ~/ !l'~M\ 
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'private ownership of the globe by single individual will appear quite as 
absurd as private ownership of one man by another. Even a whole soci
ety, a nation or even all simultaneously existing societies together, are 
not owner of globe. They are only its possessers ..., they must hand it 
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down to succeeding generations in an improvedcondition.' 
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:>~. India'sConceptof Environment andConcernforNature,Ramaranjan 
Mukherjee, Journal of the Asiatic Society,Vol. XXXVI, Number 2, 
March 1995. 
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ADVAlTA PSYCHOLOGY OF COGNITION 

PRABHAT MISRA 

Indian philosophy has often been charged with the saying that it is too 

much metaphysical. But a close analysis reveals that in all the.systems of In

dia, metaphysics and epistemology are basically blended. It is true that the 

systems, in general, are ambitious for establishing metaphysical assumptions, 

nevertheless they do not ignore the philosophy of cognition including its psy

chology in their concern. The Advaita Vedanta often taken as ametaphysical 

system has a novel and sound philosophy ofcognition. In the works ofsamkara, 

it is found to be contained implicitly; in the works of post-samkara Advaita 

thinkers, it has secured its distinguished position. 

The Advaita Vedanta has established the reality ofBrahman - the single 

non-dual principle ofconsciousness. Excepting to Brahman or Consciousness

as-such, there is nothing as real and consciousness. But the empirical world 

appears to be real and the wordly beings are also possessed of consciousness. 

So the system recognises another principle viz., avidys or necescience for the 

explanation of the apparently real and conscious entities and activities. Al

though it seems to be inconsistent, the Advaita Vedanta upholds the view that 
all our empirical cognitions are product of avidya or nescience. Empirical cog
nition presupposes cognition, cogniser, cognising and cognisable object. This 

distinction is not granted in the Advaita, which believes in the reality of non

dual one principle - Brahman or the self (atman). The Selfor Brahman is ever- . 

free and unattached to everything else. There is nothing besides it to be at

tached to. All the distinctions of subject and object, cognition, cogniser, 
cognising and cognisable are erroneously attributed to the self. All empirical 

objects including bodies, sense-organs etc. and events and processes including 

cognising, thinking, memorising come under the category of not-self. As soon 

as the superimposition (adhyaropa) or false identification breaks up, there re

mains no relation between the Self(atman), on the one hand and the body, the 
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organs and the cognising process, on the other. As all the empirical realities 

and events are dependent on the nescience, so the empirical cognition also is 

solely dependent on it. The Advaita in this connection accepts the MUIl~aka

sruti as the first principle of philosophising that the two types of the knowl

edge-higher (para) and lower (apara) should be known.' Higher knowledge is 

the realisation of Brahman and lower, the empirical Cognition. The empirical 

cognition is the product ofnescience and devoid ofany attachment to the Pure 

Consciousness or Brahman. But as Brahman is the locus or substratum 

(adhisthana) ofnescience and all its products, the said cognition is nothing but .. 
the empirical manifestation ofthat eternal consciousness. Dr. V.P. Upadhyaya 

has nicely put: "Just as the solar light is revealed on being reflected in and 

against a dark background, similarly the Eternal Light or Pure Consciousness 

also necessarily requires of some background such as the mind for its empiri

cal manifestation through appearing therein. The background does not gener

ate the light, but only helps its revealation or manifestation in different forms. 

Thus perception is not produced by the mind but is essentially pure and quies

cent as Brahman. Nevertheless one and the same Reality or Pure Conscious

ness, Brahman appearing through the different constituents ofcognition, comes 

to be viewed as the subject, the object and their knowledge and as its manifes

tations occur through limited psychoses and under the limitation of time and 

space etc. "2 

II 

According to the AdvaitaVedanta , the Pure Consciousness Brahman 

is the essence ofall things, embracing the world of appearance. So the empiri

cal states of consciousness are also not completely detached from the Pure 

Consciousness. These states of consciousness, the Advaita holds like the 

Siirrlkhya, are due to different Vrttis or mental modes. These Vrttis are the vari. . 
ous modifications of mind, the internal organ, in according with the different 

shapes ofthe objects. The Advaita System is in favour of the vivartavada, the 

theory of unreal transformation, so far as Brahman, the Pure Consciousness is 

the material cause of the world-appearance. But when it is thought that the 

appearing world is the product ofavidya or nescience, the Advaita Vedanta has 

also to speak of Parina"!avada or the theory of real transformation like the 

samkhya. The avidya has transformed itself into the world of variety. The cog

nitive instrument, the mind or antahkarana is also an evolute of it.The Vrtti of. . . 
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• • 

this antahkarana, a Samkaraite holds, is responsible for all the cognitive states, 

mediate or immediate, in our working stage. 

The Advaitins uphold that in the case of perceptual cognition, the 

antakharana or internal organ gets in touch with the empirical objects through 

the se~se-~hannels and becomes transformed into the forms of those objects. 

This transformed or modified state of antahkarana is called Vrtti. In the cases .. . 
of Visayagata pratyaksa, antahkarana vrtti removes the ignorance (ajiiana) of. .. . . 
the object concerned and the light of Pure Consciousness conditioned by that 

Vrtti reveals the object. 
• 

N.K.Devaraja has given a briefbut authentic explanation ofSanikara's 

view of Vrttijnsna from his depth of the study of Sanikara's comments on dif

ferent Upanisads. He observes, "The word knowledge is used by Samkara to. 
denote not only pure awareness ..... but also the modes of internal organ in

spired or informed by that awareness. It is knowledge in this latter sense, which 

appears and disappears and constitutes the changing element in our experi

ences. The self which is of the nature of pure awareness is said to have the 

modes of the internal organ for its objects which latter it illumines. The pure 

awareness is designated by the Vedantists as Sales! or Sskstjiisna, while knowl

edge in its changing aspect is called Vrttijnsna".
 
III 

The doctrine of Vrtti, however, was not first introduced by sanikara 
• 

himself in the Advaita Scheme of cognition. This concept of v.rtti was propa

gated by the Samkhya philosophers and the great seers of the Upanisads. For 

his metaphysical epistemology, Samkhya borrowed the concept from the 

Samkhya and the Upanisads. He fails to give us a systematic and eleborate
• 

explanation of the mechanism of the V.rttijaiia. Likewise samkara Padmapada 

and Suresvara, the two great pioneers of extreme Advaitism, were not inter

ested in building up epistemology of the system. Subsequently, as the other 

systems ofphilosophy considered expistemology in their philosophical specu

lations with all emphasis at their command, the Advaitins also accepted it as an 

important concern. Thus the theory of Vrtti gets a profound recognition in the 

hands ofthe author Vivarana and it blossoms forth in the Vedantaparibhasa of 

Dharmaraja. 
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According to the Advaita Vedanta, pramanas (valid cognitions) are six 

in number: pratyaksa (perception), anumsna (inference) upamsna (compari

son), sabda (verbal testimony), arthspatti (postulation) and anupalabdhi (non

cognition). These are all the mental modes during the working state tjagradvrtti). 

There are also other two vrttis viz, dream (swapna) and swoon (susupti). The 

jagradvrtti is necessarily a mode of inner organ iantahkaranvrttii. But the other 

two vrttis are to be regarded as avidyavrtti (the mode of nescience). Vrttis in 

dream (svapna- Vrtti) are not due to the f~nction of sense-organs.4 Svap~avt;tti 
is a modified state which arises out of the inclination (Vasana) inherent in the 

antahkarana. In the swoon (susupti), cognition itself is of the state of igno

rance-there simply arises the modification of avidya in respect of the object of 

ignorance.' 

Although the Advaitins speak of the role of Vrtti in all cognitions 

immediate and mediate, they, unfortunately, have not given any consistent ac

count of V:tti in respect of mediate cognitions like inference etc., where the 

sense-organs are not in immediate and direct contact with the object to produce 

the cognition. In their works, the concept of Vrtti has been emphatically and 

eleborately discussed in course of their dealing with the process of perceptual 

cognition. The Vedantaparibhasa states that perceptual cognition is nothing. 
but the Pure Consciousness," But according to the Advaitins, Pure Conscious

ness is not the right cognition (prama), because, it does not remove ignorance, 

since the cognitionhood (pramatva) does not inhere in it. The Consciousness 

which is manifested through the Consciousness conditioned by the mental mode 

is the perceptual cognition. Pure Consciousness is beginningless and uncaused, 

so it would have no instrumental cause (kara"na) like the eye, ear etc. The 

Advaitins hold that content-consciousness (visayacaitanyav remains covered 

by the ignorance. This ignorance is realised by such thought or utterance 'I do 

not know the jar'. When mind goes out to the content of cognition through the 

respective sense-organ (then it modifies itself in the shape ofan object, such as 

ajar), this mental mode removes the ignoranbe in respect of the content con

sciousness. While vrttivyapti removes the ignorance, phalavyspti manifests 

the object. Pure Consciousness is beginningless, uncaused: but the conscious

ness limited by such antahkarana v~tti, which is arisen out of the sense object 

contact will necessarily be caused and has a beginning. 
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Dharmaraja the author of Vedantaparibhasa maintains that the 
, 0 

antahkaranavrtti itself may secondarily becalled as prama orvalid cognition. 
The Vrtti, bOy nature, becomes the limiting adjunct (Upadhi) of the Pure Con

sciousness, since the prams attributes its own character to it. But it also distin

guishes that prama-consciousness (prams-caitanya) from other consciousness 

at that very time. Thus it (the Vrtti) becomes avacchedaka (differentium) also. 

In the way the character of prama (pramstva or cognitionhood ) is found to be 

superimposed on the V[tti. Dharrnaraja quotes from the Vivara~a : 

'antahkaranavrttab Jimatvopacaraditi' .7 By the word ''jiianatvopacara'' is meant . .. 
the super-imposition of cognitionhood. Thus the Vrtti itself may be treated as . . 

the prarna like consciousness. And the sense-organs like the eye, the ear etc. 

are taken as the instrumental cause ofcognition, since the sense-contact imme

diately preceedes the V[tti. 

In a cognition-situation, the Advaitins hold, due to the different limit

ing adjuncts (upadhi) one single consciousness may be divided into its four 

aspects: Visaya -caitanya (content-consciousness) pram ana -caitanya (cogni. . 
tive consciousness), pramsir-caitanya (cogniser-consciousness) and pramiti

caitanya (cognition-consciousness). Otherwise, the one undivided eternal con

sciousness is not capable ofbeing appeared as our diverse impermanent cogni

tions. The Paribha~akara speaks of three divisions leaving aside the pramiti

caitanya. It appears that he has included the pramiti-caitanya in the category of 

the pramana - caitanya or Vrtti-caitanya. The identification of Vrtti with the.. .
 
knowledge, cognition or consciousness is simply figurative. This has been stated 

by the author Vedantaparibhasa in this line: Jrianavacchedakatvad vrttau. 
jiianatvopacarah; 8 In fact, as the one undivided Reality-consciousness is the 

cognition itself(pramiti), so it is economical (laghava) notto count it as one of 

the different aspects of cognition-situation. 

IV 

To point out the role ofvrtti in perception, we may go through percep
tual process as pictured by Dharmaraja in his Vedantaparibhasa , The process 
is as follows: • 

The Internal organ is of the nature of light. It goes through the visual 
organ etc. to reach the location ofcontents like jar(Which is in contact with the 
sense-organ). Consequently, it is modified in the form ofcontents like jar. This 
modification is called a Vrtti." 
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The object of perception e.g. the jar and the respective V!tti possess 

the same location outside." 

The identity between the object ofcognition and the V!tti is made pos

sible and maintained by the fact that both are simply conditioned conscious

ness." The fact of identity or non-difference implies the immediacy ofpercep

tual cognition. This can explain also the perceptual character ofcognitions like 

'I am happy', etc. The non-difference of consciousness conditioned by happi

ness misery ere. and consciousness conditioned by the respective Vrttis gives
, 0 

rise immediate cognition of happiness or misery." 

Besides the non-difference ofthe two conditioned consciousness, there 

are other two constitnent factors of perceptuality viz., simultaneouty and fit

ness. That the V~tti and the object of perceptual cognition are to belong to the 

presenttime tvartamsnatvam visaysvisesanam deyam) 13, otherwise the said non
o 0 

difference would not be found. And the object must be cognissable i.e. it must 

be fit for perception (yogyatvsyspi visayavisesanatvsty", 

Of these three. perceptual factors, the non-difference is most impor

tant. And this non-difference is centered in the vrtti-caitanya. The Advaitins, 
o 

in general, accepts this view. The Paribhasakara puts this Advaita line ofthought 

in this way: The Vrtti in the shape ofajar being in conjunction with the jar and 
o 

the jar-defined consciousness being non-different from the consciousness de

fined by the jar-psychosis, there arises the perceptuality for the jar-cognition.IS 

This concept ofnon-difference (abheda) is metaphysical one. It has been taken 

into account in the Advaita Philosophy for the immediacy or directress in the 

case of perceptual cognition. 

• 
v 

In fact, a long standing philosophical problem in connection with the 
theory of perception is that how the knower subject, mind or self comes into 

contact and directly know an object that exists outside the mental area. The 

Vrtti theory ofAdvaita has tried to solve this in some way. The accepted view 

of perception as the genesis of the sense-object contact cannot definitely en

counter this problem. Again, since mind has been accepted as sense organ by 

almost all the philosophars, the inferential cognition (in which the contact of 
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mind isgranted) would benothing other than perception. The Vivarana line of 
thought as has been expressed in the Vedantaparibhasa is that the perceptuality 

of cognition is not to be accounted by the sense-object contact. The idea of 

perception (immediate cognition) as arising out of the sense-object contact 

will cover the idea of mediate cognition like the mind-generated inference. 

The Nyaya view that mind (manas) plays the role as having the character of 

indriyatva in perception and that of manastva in inference is, however, not 

intelligible, not satisfactorily explained by the advocates. Again, God's appre

hension arises without the sense-object contact, since He is without any sense

organ. So his acquisition ofknowledge would never be immediate. To recover 

from such crucial limit, the Navya Naiyayikas speak ofperception as an imme

diate apprehension . 

Gangesa's famous definition is :'pratyalfsasyn ssksstkaritvam laksanam' 

- the character of immediacy is the common defining mark of perception. 
The factor of sense-generatedness has, thus, been excluded from the definition 

of perception. In fact, not only the omniscience ofGod, but also the abnormal 
perception like illusion, hallucination, dream etc. are the cases which are not 

sense-generated. Further, when we visually perceive a piece of ice, for ex

ample, at a distance, we have sensation of its white colour, but not of its touch 

or taste. Nevertheless, our perceptual cognition includes all the qualities at that 

time. This fact reveals that the sensing factor is not all for perception. The 

Navya Nyaya view ofthe nature ofperception as immediate apprehension may 
be admitted by the Advaita. But we do not find any concrete structure of per

ceptual process offered by them in accordance with their definition of percep

tion. The Advaitins, however, this process that gives rise to the immediacy in 
perception by the concept of~rtti-caitanya. The non-difference ofv,tti-caitanya 

with visaya-caitanya can establish the perceptual cognition as immediate. 

VI 

In this connection, it would be nice to throw some light on the concept 
of antahkaraqa (internal organ or mind) as advanced by the champions of the 

diverse schools ofIndian thought. In almost all the systems ofIndian Philoso

phy, mind or antahkarana has been treated as a sense-organ. some Buddhist 

like Dinnaga does not recognise mind as a sense-organ. 16 A good number of 

Advaita thinkers also do not regard it as a sense-organ. 
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The Samkhykaras, the Mimamsakas, the Naiyayikas and the Vaise!iikas 

maintain that antahkarana is manas as the internal organ of perception. They 

hold that it is an unconscious substance. The Advaita Vedanta does recognise 

antahkarana as only the manas. Antahkarana has four different aspects viz., 
manas buddhi, ahamksra and citta. As such antahkarana has different func, . . 
tions or modes : the indecisive or doubtful state of mode of antahkarana

(Samsaya) is represented by the manas, the decisive state of mode of 

antahkarana (nisscaya) is connected with the buddhi, the self-refering state of 

mod; of antahkarana (garva) is called the ahamkara and the remembering 

state of mode ~f antahkarana (smarana) is designated as the citta. Thus we 

find, in accordance with the varieties of modes, the antahkarana is divided. 

The author ofPa i'icadasi,ofcourse, speaks oftwo fold division ofantahkarana

manasand buddhi:" Other two, citta and ahamksra seems to be included in the 

former two respectively. The author ofVedantasara puts the above four modes 

of Vrtti-such as niscaystmika (buddhi), Samkalpavi Kalpstmiks (manas),
•

anusandhsnstmiks (citta) and abhimanatmikll (ahamksra). But to him, the citta 

should be included in the buddhi and the ahamkara, in the monas:" Thus the 

manas has been designated as a particular function ofantahkarana or intemal 

organ - it is not same as the antahkarana as a whole, in the Advaita philosophy. 

The most striking issue here, however, is that antahkarana or the in

temal organ. is not at all a sense-organ, according to some distinguished 

Advaitins. In the other systems, antahkarana has been treated simply as manas 

and as an independent reality like the atman(self). But to the Advaita system, 

antahkarana is a transformation of ajiiana or nescience - it is neither indepen

dent, nor real. Brahman or the self is the only reality in this system. Ofcourse, 

this system agrees with others by holding that it is unconscious and distinct 

from the self. 

Now that whether the mind or antahkarana is a sense-organ or not is a 

controversial issue, and this controversy may perhaps be traced to the com

ments of sarnkara on the Brahmasntra, samkara simply mentions that accord

ing to the sruti," manas is not an indriya; but some Smritis regard it to be an
• 

indriya. But he does not reconcile the controversy." Ofthe two principal schools 

ofAdvaita Vedanta viz. ; the school ofBhamati and that ofVivarana, the former
• 

holds that the antahkarana is an indriya, the latter maintains that it is not. 
t t 
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According tothe advocates ofBhamati School, like Vacaspati, knowl
edge ofpleasure, suffering etc. is valid knowledge and generated by the inter
nal sense-organ i.e. manas. Manas is an instrument (karana) of such know)

• 
edge. In his comments on samkarabhasya ofthe Brahmasntra (2,4,17), Vacaspati .
 
pointsout that other organs can apprehend only the objects of present time but 

mind can apprehend the objects of past, present and future: this distinguishes 

mind from other organs.i'The author ofPancadasI , while discussing the differ

ent categories in second chapter, joins his hands with the Bhamati School. 

According to him, manas is the internal organs, it is superior to the ten external 

organ." 

The champions ofVivarana School do not accept the view. According
• 

to their line of thought, as expressed in the Vedantaparibhasa, manas, mind or
• 

antahkarana is not an instrument, but a locus. The consciousness defined by. . 
pleasure, suffering etc. and the consciousness defined by the mental modes 

(Vrtti) of pleasure, suffering etc. - the two upadhis being present in the same 
•

locus, the perceptuality for the knowledge of pleasure, suffering etc. in the 

form of 'I am in pleasure', 'I am in suffering' occurs." 

The Vivarana school contends that knowledge of pleasure, suffering 
• 

etc. is not sense-generated and so riot prama . Knowledge ofthese inner objects . 

is manifested by the Witnessing Self (Sfikslbhasya). Since such knowledge is 
• 

the mode of beginningless science (avidysvruii, but not the modification of. 
mind, it does not require of any internal organ. Saksi or the witnessing -Self is 
the Pure Consciousness with the limiting adjunct of avidya, The author of 

Pancadast states in the Kntasthadtpa that Sskst is Katastha cit. It is the direct 

seer of both the gross and subtle bodies. It is ~ustained by itself and is never 

modified into some other form." In fact this Witnessing-Self is the light (en

lightened by the Pure Self) by which not only the inner objects like pleasure, 

suffering, illusory objects etc. having known existence are cognised, but also 

the external objects having unknown existence are apprehended." 

The author of Vedanta-paribhasa strongly upholds that antahkarana is 

not a sense-organ. He nicely interpretes certain statements of the Gita (~as 
sasthsni indriysni - 15,7) (also some smrtis - vedsnadhyspaysmssa mahsbhsrata 

- paiicamsn). By refering to the Kathasruti - indriyebhyah para hyarthe. . 
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arthebhyasca param Manah." Dharamaraja has successively arrived at the 

conclusion that mind is not a sense organ. In this sruti, manas has been treated 

as a distinct category from other indriyas. 

P.K. Sundaram has referred to the Advaitacintakaustubha, Chapter VIII, 

where it has been argued that antahkarana is the material cause of all the men-
I , 

tal modifications. It is a granted principle that the material cause of anything 

can never itselfbe the instrumental cause in its production. Clay is the material 

cause ofjar, it can never be the instrumental cause in the production of itYThus 

we find that serious charges have been thrown by the theoreticians and sup

porters of the Vivarana School against the Bhamati view that mind is a sense, 
organ which further finds close correspondence to the views of some distin

guished systems of Indian Philosophy. 

VII 

Now what would be our conclusion? It is fact that mind or antahkarana 

is not just like other sense-organs as the gate-ways ofreceiving objects'. But ~ 
for the other cognitions ofexternal objects, some karana (instrument) is neces, 
sary, so should be not need SOme instrument for the cognition of internal ob
jects like pleasure, suffering etc. ? There are two worlds for the living beings 

one external and the other internal. This internal world is the concern of psy

chology. The objects ofthis internal world, we know, are cognised. At least for 

their cognition, it seems better to accept an internal organ or antahkarana. 
I , 

Moreover, some characteristics of the antah~aran~ makes it indistinguishable 

from some other organs like the organ ofsight and hearing. The organ ofsight 

is composed of light (tejas), according to the Vivarankara himself: The, 
Paribha~akara also observes 'taijasa- manta~karanr:m', while explaining the 

necessity of Vrtti to relate the consciousness of individual self with the ob-
I 

ject." And as the visual sense goes out in long rays, so also does the antahkarana. 

The going out of the auditory, again, is accepted by the Advaitins: like the 

going out of the antahkarana. Thus antahkarana bears the fundamental char

acteristics of the organs of vision and h~aring" So it can be taken as a sense 

organ, although of a peculiar type. 

Dr. Asytosh sastn notes that the view of Dharmaraja in the 

Vedantaparibhasa inregard to the position of internal organ suffers from self, 
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contradiction." According to him, while refuting the sense-contact definition 
ofperception Dharmaraja says that if perceptual cognition be merely sense
generated, then remembrance, inference will also perceptual cognition, since 

these are generated by mind or the internal organ." In such a criticism, Dr. 

Sastri points out, mind has been granted as a sense organ. But in the paribhasa 

Dharmaraja has firmly tried to establish that mind is not the sense-organ." 

Herein lies the self-contradiction in his view. 

It may also be thought that as the Paribhasakara maintains against the 

Nyayaview that antahkarana is not partless, but composed ofparts, since it has 

a beginning," so it can be regarded as an indriya. Other external organs are 

also composed of parts and have beginning. And we find in the same text that 

for the modification, antahkarana has been accepted as having parts. So the 

very concept ofantahkardna vrtii points to the fact that antahkarana is a sense-
I • • , 

organ. 

VIII 

According to the Advaita Vedanta, however, knowledge of the 

antahkaranavrtti is manifested by Ssksi or the Witnessing Self, which is the . " . 
Pure Consciousness limited by the adjunct of avidys. Objects of this knowl

edge are also manifested by the Sskst-caitanya. We have just stated the Advaita 
, . 

principle that any object known or unknown needs Sskst io: its manifestation. • 
When we do not know a thing, say ajar, we have the non-cognition of it. This 

non-cognition is not the absence of cognition. To the Advaitins, knowledge or 

cognition as the Reality-Consciousness can never be absent. Experience also 

shows, when we become conscious ofsuch absence, we are conscious oflmowl

edge itselfalong with the object of that knowledge. This type ofnon-cognition 

proceeding cognition is termed as bhavarupa-ajnana tajiisna of the object in 
concern). As Ssksi is the caitanya conditioned by the limiting adjunct ofajnana,

• 
so ajnana is manifested by Ssksi or the Witnessing Consciousness. Where there 

• 
was no jar, then the Consciousness was revealed in the non-cognition of the 

jar, the same consciousness also reveales the cognition ofthe jar, when there is 

the jar. This uninterrupted consciousness is not connected with the object e.g. 

the jar and so, is changeless. This consciousness is the Pure Consciousness or 

Brahman. This Pure Consciousness, when limited by the beginningless ajnana 

residing in the internal world ofthe jrva is called the Sskst-caitanya or Witness
• 
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ing -Consciousness. 

The author ofPancadast has distinguished two kinds ofSsksti-caitanya• 
in the Kntasthadipa - cidabhasa or Vrtti-caitanya and Kutastha or sdhsra.
 
caitanya. He says that an external object e.g., a jar is cognised through the 

psychosis (Vrtti) assuming its form, But the cognition 'I know the jar' comes 
• 

directly through the Substrate Consciousness (sdhsra -caitanya) i.e. Brahman." 

So cognition of an object, say the jar, involves a double consciousness Vrtti
• 

caitanya that envelopes the jar and Ktuostha-caitanya that reveales the jar to 

the cogniser. This may remind us ofthe Vrtti theory ofcognition ofthe Ssmkhya,
• 

where it is said that the relation ofpurusa-caitanya to the buddhi vrtti makes 

the cognition of any object to a cogniser-possible . But how is the relation 

between matter product buddhi with its Vrttis and the ever conscious purusa 

are brought out in the dualistic Samkhya is a mystery. Accepting the one unin

terrupted Reality -Consciousness, for both the Vrtti and the Kiuastha, the Advaita 
• 

School ofthought has, in this connection, established itself on a solid ground. 

IX 

The above account shows that for the cognition of object a modifica

tion of the mind (antahkaranavrtti) is necessary. The mind or antahkarana is. .. . . 
said to be modified into the configuration ofan object, when it is infected with 

the character of that object. This infection is technically called v!ttivyapti. In 

some Advaita work (Vi!h!halesa on the Laghucandrika), as A. Ray Chaudhuri 

notes in his Self and Falsity in Advaita Vedanta," it is said that the mental 

psychosis should not always mean that the antahkarana would·assume the form

of the object. (i.e. objects having configuration), which are sensible. But the 

categories of colour, taste, quality, action etc. have no form, yet, are sensible. 

The mental modifications into any form is not possible in respect of these. 

Hence, in every case ofmental modification, when the object comes in contact 

with the anta~karan.a, it is said that it is infected with the object of cognition. 

In fact, according to the Advaitins the categories quality, action, universal etc. 

are not absolutely different from the substance. So the form ofsubstance is the 

form ofthese. These categories are not absolutely formless. So the anta.hkara'!a 

may be modified into the form of quality, action etc. as it becomes so in the 

form of substance. What the Advaitins would really mean to say that the men-
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tal mode which is able to remove the obstruction ofignorance about the move
ment of anta~karan.a in connection with the existence of some object is the 

Vrtti. When some mode of antahkarana obtains the movement in connection .	 . . 
with the existence of some object (substance, quality, action, or universal) by 

the removal of ignorance about that object, than that mental mode is called the 

V;tti in the form of that object." 

Now Pure Consciousness being devoid of any modification cannot be 

taken as manifesting an object. It is eternally present. Nevertheless, we remain 

unware of a present object many times. The object as the product of avidya 

cannot also reveal itself. So we require of a third something, which is neces

sary for the manifestation 'of the object. This third something is a change of 

something which is neither the Pure Consciousness, nor the object. This change 

is the modification ofantahkarana antahkaranavrtti. Such an evaluation ofA.. . . ..
 
Raychaudhuri" appears to us to be more convincing than any other in connec

tion with the Advaita standpoint of VItti. 
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